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Howard miller grandfather clock service manual

floor clock tube clock closes position (#497065_r1) click to download (172K); One page in English. Automatic Daylight Saving Time Instruction Manual (495681_rA) Click to download; One page in English. Mechanical Movement Instruction Manual (#496978_r5) Click to Download; 5 pages in English. Harmonic Movement Instruction Guide (#495748_r2) click to download; One page in English. Quartz Movement Instruction Guide (#496990_r6) Click to download; One page in English. 612-712, 612-718, &amp; 612-721 - Weather Device Instruction Manual (#496819_r2)
Click to Download; One page in English. 625-236 Clock Controlled Radio Manual Instructions Click to download; (PD10727) one page in English. Here's the latest guide to Grandpa Howard Miller's watch instructions.  It is also attached in PDF form so that you can download just as it appears on the Howard Miller watch website Manual Watch Howard Miller Watches November 29 2013FLOOR CLOCKINSTRUCTION MANUALHOWARD MILLER GRANDFATHER WATCHES Total Home™Angelish Espanyol Francais DeutschBASIC Action of floor clock at the heart of every
floor clock is the movement. Traffic controls the hourly strike, keeping time and bells. Pendulum and weights are critical components for operating clock movement. The pendulum provides the ability to regulate and adjust the retention of time. As described in these instructions, pendulum adjustments to achieve accurate time keeping are easily achieved. The three weights provide strength for the one-hour strike (left weight), time (center weight) and bell melody (right weight). Without those weights, the clock wouldn't have worked. Each weight is different and must be
properly hung from the movement (left, centre, right) to ensure proper action. Weights are suspended from movement by cable or chain. Weights must be raised at least every 7 days or the clock will stop. Raising cable-guided weights is achieved through crankshaft. Raising chain-driven weights is achieved by pulling the loose end of the chain. The strike and the sound of bells are made by a series of hammers hitting different longitudinal rods. Each rod makes a different sound when hit by a hammer. Specific bell melodies are achieved by controlling the sequence that
each hammer hits the appropriate rod. Important information• Please enter a moment to record the clock model number and serial number in the space provided in the Service Details section of page 12.• The product information label lists the clock model number and serial number. The clock model number and serial number are essential for obtaining parts or service. The product details label may be located in several locations: outside the shipping carton, behind the door, at the back of the watch, at the top of the watch, in the upper rear corner of the watch, or inside the
watch above the back of the dial. Browse this label when contacting us • Attach your sales confirmation to this guide for future reference, and record the information from the product information label, as specified on page 7.• Please save original packaging attached to the floor clock. Azure clock: Cable your watch ............................................................................................................................................................................................. 3 Hanging the pendulum.............................. 3 weights
hanging.......................................................................................................................................................................................... 4th moon dialing set....................................................................................................................................................................................... 4 hesta time.............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................. 4 starts clock................................................................................................................................. Watch 4floOR: Chain your watch
.................................................................................................................................................................. 5 Hanging pendulum...................................................................................................................................................... 5 weights hanging.............................................................................................................................................................................................................................. 6Dial moon thym...................................................................................................................................................................................................... 6 hesta
time............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................. 6 starts clock.......................................................................................................................................................................................... 6Inclusive information Label product information........................................................................................................................................................................................................................ 7 engine your
watch................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................ 7 Recipes / Removing top panel on the side .............. 7 features glass................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... 7 weights of the
ascent................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... 8 regulation on saving time.................................................................................................................................... 8 Automatic nightly mute option........... 8 day selection ...................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... 9 Treatment 9 hard trouble shots
to rotate the moon dial........................ 9Clock doesn't ring at the right time........... 10Clock didn't hit the right time........... 10Clock will not ring or strike.............................................................................................................................................................................. 10chimes have the wrong
tone................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... 2Information
service....................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................
WARNING: Make sure the clock is positioned square and solid on the floor so it doesn't fall off. Set up rectifies for maximum stability and correct alignment. Access to clock movement, bells and cables is possible in three possible ways; Through the front doors, through the upper side panels (or the side doors on certain clocks), or through the rear access panel. The upper side panels are held from the inside using duct tape or a plastic clip. You can flip the plastic clip or remove the tape permanently. See the General Information section on page 7 for appropriate
instructions on removing and installing leaflet-side panels. Remove the cardboard sleeve, around bell bars and guide pendulum, by holding the cardboard sleeve at points 'A' and 'B' and pulling straight down. Pull straight down and out of the edges of the bell bars and guide the pendulum. (See Figure 1.) Remove the foam pads between the bell hammers and the bell rods. Treatment should be taken to avoid bending the bell hammers. The bell hammers will be free to move. The cardboard sleeve has been removed, allowing for easy removal of the foam pads. Step 1State
your watch placement at the bottom of the shipping carton will be a box. This box contains: a) a key to match your clock door, b) a crankshaft that will be used to wind your watch, c) weights that trigger the movement of the clock. Also, inside the shipping cardboard will be the clock pendulum packed in a separate box. Keep plastic bags and small parts away From removing the scr barker cubes over the cable pulleys. This is one of the most critical points in the entire setup operation. Removing the styrofoam blocks at this time can cause cables to overlap and bind the
movement. You can remove the Styrofoam blocks after they become loose through normal operation, which usually occurs after eight (8) hours of running time. Place the clock in its final position. After the place, enter your watch cabinet, because the clock doesn't work if it's not level. There are four (4) balances under the cabinet at every corner that can be knocked (top) or out (bottom) to make adjustments. Place a level next to the clock cabinet front to back and side to side, adjusting the stairs to the level. It may be necessary to periodically inspect the cabinet after initial
setup, (especially if the watch is on the carpet), as it may settle down after the original peeling. (See Figure 2.) Make sure the clock is located square and solid on the floor so that it does not fall. Illuminated cases: Some clocks have lights that illuminate the inside of the clock case. Make sure that all packaging materials have been removed from the light before turning on the light. Note: To follow these steps we suggest wearing cotton gloves or using a soft cloth when handling parts. Step 2 pendulum pendulum has colored protective plastic film covering the pendulum disc.
Carefully remove this film before hanging the pendulum. To hang the pendulum, locate the pendulum guide through the front door, or any of the back or side access panel locations. When holding the pendulum guide in one hand, slide the pendulum in through the front door with the other. Place the pendulum hook through the slot in the pendulum guide, and lower the pendulum until it hangs safely on the pendulum guide. (See Figure 3.) Step 3 Weights lings do not remove the Styrofoam blocks until after your watch has been running. You can remove the Styrofoam blocks
after they become loose through normal operation, which usually occurs after eight (8) hours of running time. Most clocks use three weights. The bottom of each weight is marked as its correct hanging position as you see your watch from the front. The total weight of each weight is slightly different and each weight must be installed in the correct position for the watch to work properly. Check the weights to make sure they Gathered. Make sure the cables are on the cable wheel. Hang the weights on the pulleys. (See Figure 4.) Step 4SETTING MOON DIAL (available on
some models)With your fingertips, apply slight pressure to the front of the moon dial and rotate the moon dial clockwise until the moon is directly below the Moon Day mark #15 (each symbol represents a moon day) on the moon's arc (see Figure 5). If dialing the moon does not rotate, see the Trouble Shooting section.See Almanac or Calendar and set the date of the last full moon. Count the number of days after the last full moon rotate the moon clockwise 1 lunar day for each day beyond the full moon. Example: If the last full moon was 3 days ago, rotate the moon dial
clockwise 3 moon days so that the moon is concentrated on moon day 18 on the moon's arc. Dialing the moon is now set and will indicate the correct moon steps as long as the clock is running continuously. If the clock stops dialing the moon will also stop and be reset when the clock is started again. Step 5Devel to move (move your hands)Caution on movements with auto ring sequence: Bell selection lever should not be automatically positioned when moving hands. Moving your hands clockwise or counterclockwise while the automatic bell sequence is in operation can
damage the ringing mechanism. Alert for movements with day/night shutdown features: The day/night handle must be at the strike position (all the way up) when moving your hands. To set the time, move only the minute hand counterclockwise (backward) to one hour and one minute hand are at the right time. (See Figure 6.) Do not move the time hand when setting the time. The hand of the hour will move automatically when a thin hand is passed. By moving your hand thinly counterclockwise there is no need to wait for the clock to ring as the thin hand passes every
fifteen minutes. (See Figure 6.) The movement has a self-correction feature that synchronizes the bells over time. If, after setting the clock on time, it doesn't ring properly, allow it to run for two hours to repair itself. Step 6Start CLOCK Reach through the front door of the clock and place your hand on the side of the pendulum disc. Move the pendulum to the far left of the center and drop. Let the clock on for a few minutes until the pendulum settles into even wobbly motion. (See Figure 7.) If your watch earns or loses time after 24 (24) hours, see the General Information
section to regulate clock time saving. After Styrofoam blocks become loose through normal operation, which usually occurs after eight (8) hours of running time, you can remove the Styrofoam blocks. Remove the Styrofoam blocks by lifting the blocks straight up until they clear the cable roller. Then gently push them back, through the cables. Do not use the blocks removal tool. Don't The cable to cover the drum. Step 1 targets these six steps to set watches that require weights dependent from clocketting your watch located at the bottom of the shipping cardboard and will
be boxed. This box contains:a) a key to match your clock door, and ) weights that trigger the clock movement. Also, inside the shipping cardboard will be a pendulum packed in a separate cardboard box.//Warning: Keep plastic bags and small parts away from children. Move the clock close to its final position. WARNING: Make sure the clock is located square and solid on the LU floor so that it does not fall off. Set up rectifies for maximum stability and correct alignment. Access to clock movement, bells and chains was made in three possible ways; Through the front doors
through the side or rear access panel. The rear access panel is held in place with plastic clips. Rotate the top clips to remove the back access panel. The side access panels are held from the inside using duct tape or a plastic cartridge. The tape may have been permanently turned upside down or the tape may be removed. See the General information section about how to remove and install side access panels. Remove the plastic braces from the bell bars by carefully tilting and sliding the braces down from the edges of the bell bars. Remove the foam pads between the
hammers and the bell rods. Treatment should be taken to avoid bending the bell hammers and bell rods. The chains are already packed for delivery in a bag and located near the clock movement. Pull the bag free and cut the wire with scissors. Let the chains hang. CAUTION: Taps very much not to pull the chains through traffic or the sprockets while removing the plastic plate from the chains. Carefully remove the plastic braces by moving the braces down from the chains. Remove the spring clip from the back of the movement by pulling one end free. (See Figure 8.)
Place the clock in its final position. After the place, enter your watch cabinet, because the clock doesn't work if it's not level. There are four (4) balances under the cabinet at every corner that can be knocked (top) or out (bottom) to make adjustments. Place a level next to the clock cabinet front to back and side to side, adjusting the stairs to the level. It may be necessary to periodically inspect the cabinet after initial setup, (especially if the watch is on the carpet), as it may settle down after the original peeling. (See Figure 9.) Make sure the clock is located square and solid
on the floor so that it does not fall. Illuminated cases: Some clocks have lights that illuminate the inside of the clock case. Carefully remove the paper sleeve from the light before turning on the light. Note: To follow these steps we suggest wearing cotton gloves or using a soft cloth when handling parts. Step 2 Colored Pendulum Hanging Pendulum Plastic tape covering the pendulum disc. Carefully remove this film before hanging the pendulum. To hang the pendulum, locate the pendulum guide through the front door, or any of the back or side access panel locations. When
holding the pendulum guide in one hand, slide the pendulum in through the front door with the other. Place the pendulum hook through the slot in the pendulum guide, and lower the pendulum until it hangs safely on the pendulum guide. (See Figure 10.) Step 3Thas weights The most clocks use three weights. The bottom of each weight is marked as its correct hanging position as you see your watch from the front. The total weight of each weight is slightly different and each weight must be installed in the correct position for the watch to work properly. Check the weights to
make sure they are tightly added. CAUTION: Make sure that each link of each chain is positioned correctly on the teeth of the squalation. Hang any weight on a solid hook at the end of the chain, never on the chain links. (See Figure 11.) Step 4SETTING MOON DIAL (available on some models)With your fingertips, apply slight pressure to the front of the moon dial and rotate the moon dial clockwise until the moon is directly below the moon day mark #15 (each symbol represents a moon day) on the moon's arc (see Figure 12). If dialing the moon does not rotate, see the
Trouble Shooting section.See Almanac or Calendar and set the date of the last full moon. Count the number of days after the last full moon rotate the moon clockwise 1 lunar day for each day beyond the full moon. Example: If the last full moon was 3 days ago, rotate the moon clockwise 3 moon days so that the moon is concentrated on the 18th lunar day on the moon. Dialing the moon is now set and will indicate the correct moon steps as long as the clock is running continuously. If the clock stops dialing the moon will also stop and be reset when the clock is started again.
Step 5Stim the deflecting time (moving your hands)To set the time, move only the hand thinly counterclockwise (backward) to hour and minute hand are at the right time. (See Figure 13.) Do not move the time hand when setting the time. This hand will move automatically when a thin hand is moved. By moving your hand thinly counterclockwise there is no need to wait for the clock to ring as the thin hand passes every fifteen minutes. The movement has a self-correction feature that synchronizes the bells over time. If, after setting the clock on time, it doesn't ring properly,
allow it to run for two hours to repair itself. Step 6Start CLOCK Reach through the front door of the clock and place your hand on the side of the pendulum disc. Move the pendulum to the far left of the center and drop. Let the clock run for a few minutes until the pendulum settles into a wobbly motion. (See Figure 14.) If your watch earns or Time After 24 hours, see the General Information section to regulate the time of your watch. Global information label Product information label identifies the clock model number and serial number. The clock model number and serial
number are essential for obtaining parts or service. The product details label is located in several locations: outside the shipping carton, behind the door, on the back of the watch, at the top of the watch, in the upper rear corner of the watch, or inside the watch above the back of the dial. Check out this label when contacting us or your merchant. For an easy reference in the future, enter a moment to record these numbers in the space provided in the Service Details section (page 12). Attach your sales confirmation to this guide for future reference.
LABELMODEL#SERIAL#MOVE YOUR CLOCKCare product information should be taken every time you move the watch to ensure that all parts of the accessory such as the pendulum and weights are removed and properly packaged to prevent damage. Never use cable drive movement without installed weights. How to remove/install the top side panels from your watch may be wood or glass top side panels. When removed, you will have access to the clock movement and bell area. The panels may be held in place during delivery via tape or plastic clip. To remove the
board, reach through the front door and make a plastic clip or remove the tape. Then do the following:1. Hold a tree or one with your fingertips. Be careful not to push on the grill cloth or glass as you might separate it from the board on the wooden top side.2. Lift the top panel up. He's resting in the grove at the lower end.3. Push the lower end of the top panel towards the center of the paddock and, at the same time, pull the top edge down and out of the groove at the top of the opening.4 Tilt the top edge of the top panel toward the center of the catchers.5. Remove the top
panel from the opening of the frame, bottom edge first. When you install wood or glass side panels that are reversed steps 1 thru 5.STEP 1 step 2 step 3 step 4 step 5GLASS featuresNote because minor character symbols are created by glass-forming processes such as heat bending, cropping, or polishing. These character symbols are visible. They're natural and don't count as flaws. When cleaning glass, use a non-ammonia glass cleaner. Never spray the cleaner directly on the clock. Weightlifting must be lifted every seven (7) days or the clock will stop.
CRANKHOLECRANKHOLECRAFIGURE 15FLOOR CLOCK: Cables with pulleys and weights dependent on cables with pulleys must be raised using the provided winch. Do NOTLIFT the weights by hand while cranking. Insert the crankshaft into the archival holes located on the face dial (see Figure 15), and rotate the crankshaft counterclockwise. Lift the weights. Floor Clock: Important Chains: Pull straight down on the chain. Not lifting on the weights like this can cause the weights to come unhooked from the chains. Pull down the loose end of the chain until the weight is
about 2f from the bottom of the tree movement assembly board. (See Figure 16.) TimeKEEPING throttlingChange the speed at which time is saved is achieved by moving the pendulum disk up or down. The pendulum disk is moved up or down by making the adjustment nut. To slow down the clock, move the pendulum disk down by turning the adjustment nut to the left. To speed up the clock, move the pendulum disk up by turning the adjustment nut to the right. (See Figure 17.) First day. Select a time of day that allows you to check your watch simultaneously for at least
six days.2. Peak time selected____________.3. Check the correct time.4. Redefine the thin hand to the exact right time. Day two, three, four, five, six (if necessary)1. Check the correct time.2. Compare the time shown on the clock at the correct time. Is your watch fast or slow? Activate the matching nut on the pendulum. One whole revolution equals about half (1/2) a minute fast or slow per day. (24 hours). Exact time adjustment varies for each pendulum.4. Check the correct time.5. Redefine the precision minute hand, correct time. Automatic nighttime shutdown
(available on some models)Some clock models have an option that will automatically mute the ringtone and strike time from 10:15 a.m. to 7:15 a.m. (last ring at 10 p.m. and first ring at 7:15 a.m.). Use the handle on the right side of the dial to select this option. If your watch is silent between 10:15 and 19:15, you must turn back your clock hands for 12 hours. First, take out the night-off movement, then move your hands back 12 hours, rotate your hand thin (only) counterclockwise to the right time. Illuminated cases (available on some models)Some clocks have lights
illuminating the inside of the clock case. Carefully remove the paper sleeve from the light before turning on the light. CHIME Selection The bell melody selection is achieved by a clock dial selection lectern. Some models only play the Westminster ringtone, while others give you a choice of three tunes. Some models also have an automatic bell sequence feature. This feature allows the movement to automatically change the selection of bells at any time. The bell sequence feature or one of the three bell tunes is selected with the handle of the switch. If the dial says silent
ringing, your watch just has a Westminster ringer. If your clock has a triple ring movement, the ring handle recognizes the melody options. All the clock movements on the floor have the gong of Big Ben's hour, which will count the time, in an hour. DO NOTattempt to move the bell selection While the clock rings. This may damage the bell mechanism. See Figure 18 when it is safe to move the bell selection lectern without damaging the movement. Handling and maintaining your watch requires little care and maintenance. Listed below are steps you can take to maintain the
exceptional quality of the watch.• Wind your watch every seven (7) days.• Keep the door locked.• Wax and polish your watch cabinet as often as you make your other furniture. Use non-silicone liquid or adhesive wax.• Avoid exposing the clock to adjust sunlight and protect against extreme temperatures and moisture changes. Prolonged exposure to direct sunlight can fade while extreme temperature and humidity changes can cause the tree to split or crack.• Check periodically to make sure the clock leans firmly on all four stairs. This is especially important in the first few
months if the watch is on the carpet. When the watch's feet sit on the carpet, it can be unbalanced. Each of the four levels may need to be adjusted.• Check the weights periodically to make sure they are still tightly assemble.• It is recommended to lubricate the clock movement every two (2) years from the purchase date and thoroughly clean every five (5) to ten (10) years depending on climate conditions. Very dry, humid or salty air, heat or cold may require more frequent service. We do not recommend you to service the clock movement yourself. Contact an authorized
service center. (See Service Details section) Move the ringer selection lever only when a thin hand is in a safe time zone and whehrer that all instructions provided with your product have been carefully monitored. These instructions will provide detailed information to answer most questions. Contact our website for a list of frequently asked questions that may conveniently resolve the issue or answer your questions. Difficulty spinning the moon dial if the moon dial does not rotate (as described in operations set to step 4), this may indicate that the gears which automatically
promote the moon dial are activated. To correct this situation, turn your hand back 3-1/2 hours as described in step 5 of the setup operation, set the moon dial, and then set the time as described in step 6.If the clock rings more than one minute before or after the appropriate time, remove and adjust the thin hand. CLOCK doesn't ring at the right time: Be careful not to scratch the hand nut, hand, or dial.1 When the clock starts ringing, stop the pendulum and record the time.2. Using a per pincer, carefully remove the small nut that holds the thin hand in place by turning the
nut counterclockwise, while holding the hand thin with your fingers next to the small nut.3 Remove the hand from the shaft by holding it Fingers at the point where it connects to the shaft. Pull your hand straight. This hand isn't and needs to come down easily. Thin hand there's a small raised area on the back side directly around the shaft hole, it's the hand cannon. Using a pinch, hold the prostheses tightly by its sides so that it cannot slide in theerring. With the other hand, turn the clock hand forward or backward the distance needed to ring at the right time. (See Figure
19).4 Reconnect your hand to the shaft and rotate the nut finger with your hand firmly. Make sure that the hand indicates the correct location that you recorded in step 1 plus any corrections that you made in step 3. If the hand does not point to the correct symbol, repeat steps 2 and 3.5. Cuddle the nut with the flyer. Don't tighten up more than six. Start pendulum.7. Redefine the time by moving only a thin hand counterclockwise (backward) as described in step 5 of the setup operation. Example: The clock rings at 1:10 but should ring at 1:15.Step 1: When the clock rings at
1:10, stop the pendulum and translate the time of 1:10. Step 2: Carefully remove the little nut. Step 3: Remove the thin hand. Hold the stretches on its sides and turn your hand forward for 5 minutes. Step 4: Reconnect the hand so that it points to 1:15. Connect the finger of the hand nut tight. Step: 5 Curl up with the hand nut. Step 6: Start a pendulum. Step 7: Reset the clock to the current time. The clock does not hit the correct time if after several hours of action your watch does not hit the correct time, grab the only hour hand and move it forward or backward to hang
with the correct time on the dial indicated by the number of times the hour strikes. Rotating this hand independently will not damage the clock. If the thin hand (to correct time) must be reset, move the hand clockwise (backward) as described in step 5: Set Time.CLOCK not ringing or STRIKE1. Make sure that the selection lecter is not in quiet mode or halfway between the two ring tune positions?2. Make sure that all packaging material is removed from the transaction domain.3. Make sure the weights depend on the correct position Check the label at the bottom of each
weight to ensure the appropriate position.4 For models with nightly mute, make sure the watch is not in a state of nighttime silence. (Browse: See Auto-off option at night in the General Information section.5. Check the hammer fitting and the correct ring tone if necessary.6. Move the bell selection lecter to another tune or to silence.7 Sulkar cubes located above cable pulleys may require the cable. Carefully remove the styrofoam blocks by lifting the blocks straight up until they clear the cable pulley. Then gently push them back through the cables. Do not use the blocks
removal tool. Do not allow cables to overlap the drum. The bells have the TONEDO doesn't match bell hammers unless the ring tone is wrong. The sound of bells may be influenced by the comfortable hammers on the bell bars or hitting the rods in the center. Although the hammers were set in the factory, they can come out of a match. For most watches, there will be no need to match bell hammers. There are different types of bells, (rods and tubes), please find yours below. ROD sea hammer arms and bells are made of brass and can be bent safely. If necessary, adjust
the hammers so that they do not disturb each other as they move or hit the bell rods. This is achieved by bending the hammer arms slightly in the middle, so that each hammer rests about 1/8 from each rod. (See Figure 20.) Don't bend the bell bars. The ring volume cannot be adjusted on the movement of a bell bar. CHIME tube hammer arms are made of spring steel; Don't bend your hammer arms. The clarity of sound is determined by the distance between the hammer and the bell tube. It's usually 1/16. (See Figure 21.) However, this distance can be adjusted by
loosening or tightening the thumb screw attached to the hammer string. (See Figure 22.) Important: If the voltage is too strong or the string is too tight, it may cause the ring to stop during the ringing process. NOTE: The hammer voltage screw is set in the factory, and it is not adjustable. Weights do not drop at the same level when the automatic night shutdown feature is selected, and on some models the silent feature, the central weight will drop at a faster rate than the other weights. CLOCK won't run If you're not advised to fix your watch, you should check these items
before contacting us, your merchant, or an authorized service center. (See Service Details section.) Don't try any adjustment you don't feel confident in execution.1. Has all the packaging material been removed from the traffic area?2? Has the pendulum guide's spring clip been removed from the back of traffic?3. Have you tried rebooting your watch? Being on pace is necessary for your watch to keep running.4. Do the weights depend on the right position? Check each weight bottom for the correct position.5. Does the pendulum damage the weights or the bell rods? If so,
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check the level and stability of clock.6. Is the clock level?7. Did the pulley come off the cables or chain up the sprocket?8. Do the hands work undisturbed? Don't let by the hour hit the other hand. If the other hand rubs the dial, take it out a little. If the hand of the hour is rubbed on the back of the thin hand, the hand of the hour should be pushed closer to the dial (put the thumb nails on the central part of the hour and push). Pendulumphotophosmbs People Citys Hoppies In JapineBulumGUIDE9. Did you check the click spring on the back of the moon dial? Removing Sloker
Before they got out of normal course of action? (Usually occurs after eight (8) hours of runtime)11. Did you check the suspension spring? If it is damaged, it must be replaced. (See Figure 23).12 Is the threshold pin positioned correctly in the pendulum guide slot? If not, re place the threshold pin. (See Figure 23).13 Sulkar cubes located above cable pulleys may require the cable. Carefully remove the styrofoam blocks by lifting the blocks straight up until they clear the cable pulley. Then gently push them back through the cables. Do not use the blocks removal tool. Do not
allow cables to overlap the drum. This limited product warranty was manufactured only using the best ingredients and thoroughly tested prior to the departure of our manufacturing facility. Howard Miller undertakes to the original consumer/purchaser or recipient that this product will be free of defects in material and work under normal use and service for a period of two years from the date of purchase. Howard Miller's obligation under this warranty will be limited to repairing the product with new or refurbished components, or, according to its possibility, replacing it with a
new or refurbished product. This warranty does not include damage to product or components arising from abuse, accident, modification, climatic/environmental conditions, damage beyond normal use, cargo damage, receipts, misuse or unauthorized repair. Howard Miller disclaims any liability for incidental or consequential damages arising out of this breach of liability or any implied liability. An implied warranty for this product shall be valid only for the duration of the express warranty set forth above and thereafter, there will be no warranty, express or implied, (including
sepia or competency for any particular purpose), in this product. Some countries do not allow the exclusion or limitation of incidental or consequential damages or the limitation of the implied warranty duration so that the above limitations or exclusions do not apply to you. This warranty gives you specific legal rights, you may also have other rights that vary from country to country. Service information Before service is pursued, make sure that all instructions provided with your product have been carefully monitored. These instructions will provide detailed information to
answer most questions. Contact howard miller's website (www.howardmiller.com) for a list of frequently asked questions that may conveniently resolve the issue or answer your questions. In the unlikely event that your watch appears inadequate or requires repair, North AMERICAplease called one of our repair technicians at (616) 772-7277 (#386). Outside North Americanana, call your distributor or agent. If they determine that the problem cannot be easily solved, they will help locate Center in your area. Before connecting, please enable the following information. The
model number and serial number can be found in the product information label (see General Information). Model Number: _Serial Number: _Date Purchased: _Where Purchased: _Brief Description of Problem:_Please There are either these instructions and the receipt of the sale or other similar proof of the original purchase is available at the time of your call. Most problems can be resolved quickly without returning the clock to service. Procedures for receiving repair service1.    Contact the merchant from which you originally purchased the product or authorized service
center. No repairs made by an authorized service center will be paid for.2.    You will be required to provide a copy of the sale receipt or other similar proof of the original purchase in order to receive warranty service.3.    Provide the Merchant/Service Center with the model number and serial number and a complete description of the problem. The Merchant/Service Center will arrange this to service the product and/or order required parts.4    Merchants and service centers do not require prior approval for service and repairs. The Merchant/Service Center will provide the
necessary service and will charge the responsible warranty in accordance with the Limited Warranty Guidelines.5.    A return confirmation is required for all returns. If you have been granted permission to return the product, you will be given a return authorization number (#RA). Please include this return permission number, above your name, in the address label. Also include a copy (do not send original receipts because they cannot be returned) of receiving the sale or other similar proof of the original purchase. Returns without prior authorization or proof of purchase may
be subject to additional charges and delays. If a return is required, please pack the watch in the original packaging. Failure to properly pack the watch may result in damage not covered under warranty. Non-warranty repair service charges will result in repair services if no sales receipt or other similar proof of the original purchase is provided, if no instructions have been made, If the product exceeds the period of limited warranty or otherwise exceeds the scope of the limited warranty. He's the hedding he's the hedding he's the hed he's the hen He's the hedding he's the
hedding he's the hed he's the hed The hedding service and/or parts for fixing these adjustments are at the consumer's expense.1. Get ready. Setup instructions have been provided with your product.2. Mechanical movement from fat and cleaning. Movement in the clock is a mechanical mechanism and, therefore, requires periodic oil and cleaning according to climatic and environmental conditions. Under normal conditions traffic requires With high quality watch oil approximately every two years from the purchase date. Please contact a certified clock repair person or
service center for this service.3. Replacing the hanging spring. Replacement instructions have been provided with your product. Please return the broken suspension spring to us for proper identification and replacement.4 Pendulum, timing, and bell hammer/strike adjustments. Instructions for these adjustments were provided in this publication. Cargo damages not covered under the responsibility of the freight forwarder's responsibility to claim any loss of transport or damage directly with the carrier. If the carriage indicates signs of visible damage, instruct the driver to
indicate the damage to the transport bill. If the tone contains hidden damage, notify the supplier and request in writing within 14 days of receiving a vendor inspection and damage report. Failure to notify the supplier within 14 days of receipt of the product may waive your rights to damages. Important Safety instructions for electrical furnitureRead all instructions before using this product. Caution – In order to reduce the risk of burns, fire, electrocution or injury to persons, basic precautions must always be taken when using electrical furniture, including the following:a)
Detach from a sediment before cleaning or pulling parts or taking parts.b) Close supervision is required when this furniture is used by children, disabled or disabled or near them.c) Use this furniture only for its use as intended as its sights. Do not use attachments that were not recommended by the manufacturer.d) Never turn on this furniture if it has a faulty cable or plug, if it is not working properly, if it has been dropped or damaged, or thrown into the water. Return the furniture to a service center for inspection and repair.e) Keep the cable away from heated surfaces.f)
Never turn on the furniture with the air vents blocked. Keep air vents without lint, hair, like.g) never drop or insert any object into any opening.h) Do not use outdoors.i) Do not operate where aerosol products (aerosol) are used or where oxygen is administered. c) To disconnect, turn all controls into an off position, then remove outlet.k) plug for grounded products – connect this furniture to a properly grounded socket only.l) for charging – always put heavy items at the bottom rather than near the top to help avoid the possibility of the furniture turning over. Warning – risk of
injury to people – Do not use this furniture to support video equipment such as TVs or computer monitors. Save these instructionsOPERACION BASICA DEL RELOJ DE PIEEn el corazon de cada reloj de pie se encuentra el movimiento. El McNicamo rules La Hora, La The sound of the hour to the point, and the melody or kryon. The weight pendulum offers the ability to adapt to regulate and adjust the marking of time. Following the instructions in this guide, setting up the pendulum to get the right time mark is really easy. All three weights generate the energy needed for
the vocal indication of the time at the point (left weight), time (center weight), and melody or carillon (right weight). Without those three weights, the watch wouldn't have worked. Each weight is different and must be properly hung from the mechanism (left, centre and right) to ensure proper action. Weights hang from the mechanism using a cable or chain. Weights must be raised at least once a week, or the clock will stop. Lifting cable-powered weights requires a handle. Raising chain-operated weights is achieved by pulling the free side of the chain. The sounds of the
indication from time to point and melody are formed when a series of hammers hit bars of different lengths. Every bar sounds different when you give it the hammer. Specific melodies are achieved by controlling a sequence in which hammers hit bars. IMPORTANT INFORMATION• Use to take a moment to specify the space provided on page 35 of the Service Details section, the model number of the watch, as well as its serial number.• The product information label tells you both the watch model and its serial number. Both (model number and serial number) are essential
for refactions or service. This product information label can be found in several places: outside the shipping tag, behind the door, behind the clock, above the clock, or inside the watch above and behind the face. Please refer to this label when contacting us or your merchant.• Add your receipt or invoice to this guide for future reference and write down the product information label information, as specified on page 25.• Save the original packaging items used to ship your watch station. FONCTIONNEMENT de BASE D'UNE HORLOGE de parquetle mouvement est au creur
de toute horloge de parquet. It wasn't Co-Ky-Becker Le Sonnery de Heurs and Le Caryon and Compet du Temps. La Padula and La Puydes Sonnet de Composts Essential do Mumant de Benn. La Pendrola's la possibilities de constant et de regler le mouvement. Comme le decrivent ces instructions, les differents reglages du pendule permettant d'get compte precis sont easy to effect. Les trois poids fournissent l'alimentation a la sonnerie (opioid gauche), l'heure (central poids) et au carillon (droit pooit). Suns Oaks, Can't work. Each is different and must be properly
suspended (left, center, and right) with a cable or container to ensure proper operation. They must be raised at least every seven days to prevent the clock from stopping. Raising the entrarnes weights using a cable is done with the help of crankshaft. The weight of entrarnes per carne is done by pulling the free limbs downwards. The sound of the ringing and the ringing is produced by a series of hammers protruding stems of a different length. They each have a special sound. The melodies are greeted by controlling the strike sequence. Important RENSEIGNENTS - Take
a moment to record the model number and serial number of the space clock provided for this effect in the Information section for depannage, page 36. These are absolutely necessary to obtain pieces or repair. The etiquette can be found in various places: outside the shipping board, behind the door, at the back of the clock, at the top of the clock, in the upper corner of the bottom of the clock or in it, above the back of the dial. Make this badge by contacting us or your constituent. WIE EINE STANDUHR FUNKTIONIERTDas Herzstuck jeder Standuhr ist das Uhrwerk. Das
Urwark at the best of Dan Stoneschlag, died Zeitamsong and Dan Wirtelschlag. Das Pendle died Gewichte sind wichtige Bestandteile Fur das exakte Funktionieren des Uhrwerks.Das Pendel macht das Regulieren and Einstellen der Zeitmessung moglich. In 2015, after Netanyahu established our home, in an interview with Economist 1222, in 2015, Nam Gantz Zetzel. Die drei Gewichte treiben den Stundenschlag (Gewicht Links), Die Zeit (Mittelgewicht) and die Melody de Gong (Rechtes Gewicht) W. On Dia Gwicht Ward dies Oher Nicht Funktiniern. Jed Gwich ist
verschieden and muS zum exakten Laufen der Uhr a dem Uhrwerk richtig aufgehangt werden (links, bed, rechts). Die Gwichet Sindo Antweed Mit Ein Derhatsyle Ausser Einar Kath and Dem O'Erwark Iyengangt. Di Gwichta Mohsen Mindestens to 7 Tega Nach Oban Gesen Warden, Demmit die Uhr nicht stehenbleibt. Gwichita Mit Silzog Warden Mitt Ainer Corbell, D.H. Blood Opzschlossel Nach Oban Gogan. Gwichit Mitt Katantnantarib Warden Nach Oban Gazogen, Housing Man Das Fry Enda der Kat Nach. Dr. Tonden-and Der Wirtelstundschlag Warden von Ayner Reya
von Hameren erzeugt, Die Gongstabe Long shot. Each of the sticks sets a different tone when hit by a hammer. Special gong melodies are created by establishing an order in which each hammer attacks the appropriate rods. Important Information• Please enter the clock's model and serial number in the Service Details section of page 38.• The product information label displays the model and serial number of the watch. These numbers are especially important for the service and maintenance of spare parts. The product information label may be placed in different places:
on the shipping carton, at the back of the column, on the back of the watch, at the top of the watch, in the upper rear corner of the watch or inside the watch on the back of the dial. Please refer to this label when contacting us or your handler.• See this guide for further reference and enter the information from the product information label as specified on page 26.• Please save the original packaging of the watch. Espanyol Francais De MATIERESCONTENIDORELOJ DE PI: cablehorloge : Cable content stand: DRAHTSEILInformacion important.......................................
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37Servic information.............. 37SIGA ESTOS SEIS PASOS PARA ARMAR RELOJES As required pasas suspend Om Cable Paso 1ESPONJASCOUSSINETS Moss's SCHAUMGUMMIEINLAGENMARTILLOS CARILLON GONGHAMMERCAJA CARDBOARD CARDBOARD SLEEVE PROTECTORHULLEBARRAS CARILLATION TIGS OF CARASTOTECHNIC CABLE CABLES STYROMOUSSE Sponge STYROPORBLOCKE Arm your watch at the bottom of the shipping cardboard is a box. This box contains: a) a key to your clock door, b) a handle with which to
activate the clock, and c) weights that activate the clock mechanism. In addition to these items, inside the watch's delivery box you will find the pendulum packed separately. Guide Guide To Pendlestavapangungas's Taga Guide Clock to where you plan to place it. NOTE: Make sure the watch is in a solid part of the floor, so you don't risk going downhill. Adjust the rectifies for maximum stability and alignment. Access to the clock mechanism, cables and carillon panels can be in three ways: through the front doors, through the upper panels (or side doors on certain clocks),
or through the rear access door. The upper panels are held inside by duct tape, which can be removed from there permanently. See the General Information section on page 25 for instructions on installing the top panels. Remove the cardboard lining, which surrounds the repique rods and pendulum guide, so that you grab the lining by points 'A' and 'B' and pull it down by holding it straight. Remove until the talking rods and pendulum guide are complete. (See Figure 1.) Figure 1 Figure 1 ABBILDUNG 1 We have lifted the foam shields between the hammers and lift the
reptile rods. Avoid carefully bending the reptile hammers. After removing the cardboard lining, the repique hammers can move freely, allowing foam shields to be easily removed. VERINS LEVELER DE CALAGE JUSTIERSCHRAUBENO Remove the ESPONJA packages that are over the pulleys. This is one of the critical points when putting your watch together. Removing sponge packaging can now cause cables to become entangle and stop traffic. You can remove the blocks of Scruffer after they become loose by normal operation, which usually occurs after eight (8)
hours of time. Figure 2 Figure 2 ABBILDUNG 2 Places the clock at its final destination. Already in place, the cabinet should be strained, because there is a possibility that the clock won't work if it's not level. There are four (4) balances under the closet, one at each corner. These can be screwed inward (climb) or outward (go down), allowing for the necessary adjustment. Position horizontal and vertical level and adjust the stairs to the level. It may be necessary to check the exfoliation periodically (especially if the watch is on the carpet), as it may be settled after The original
level. (Arrears 2). Asgurza da Ca El reloj se encuentre firmemente posicionado sobre el piso, para que not se caiga. Cajas iluminadas: Algonus relojes tienen los que iluminan face de la caja del reloj. Di Con Cuido el Papale de la Bombilla ANTES de usar la luz. Note: Para los siguientes passos, recomendamos que utilice guantes de algodon, o una tela de mild-mannered material, el tocar las diferentes piezas. PASO 2PARA Collagar to PENDULOAlgunos pendulos tienen una capa protectora de plastico que cubren el disco del pendulo. Tanga Cuidado To Removes Este
Plastico antes de Colgar El Pendallo. Fara Colgar El Pandolo, encuentre la guia del pendulo a traves de cualquiera de los paneles de acceso. Minatras Sostien La Guaya del Pandolo Con Una Mano, Introdoska El Pandolo por La Puerta Con La Otara Manu. Kolok El Gancho en la Pareta Superior del Pendello, Anchima del Pasador, or Transves de la Ranora de la Goya, Baja Island El Pendello Haste Cawood Colgando de la Guaya del Penolo. (Arrears 3). Follow these six catchers to Montres. The poys are not suspended with us for Foley's assistant and 1mont cable
step, Hazzles DIESE SECHS SCHRITTE ZUM AUFSTELLEN von Ohran Mitt Gwichten, Die Zillerollen and DRAHTSEIL AUFGEHANGT SIND SCHD SCHRITT 1DAS AUFSTELLEN IHRER UHRTherE is a bofte at the bottom of the shipping board. This bofte contains: a) key for the clock door; b) Crankshaft to lift it; c) Weights for activating movement. You will also find the pendulum packed in a separate cardboard box. Place the clock near its defining position. Warning: Make sure the clock is securely held up on the floor to prevent it from turning over. Align the stay to
give maximum stability and ADEQUAT alignment. There are three fagons to access the movement, ringing and cables of the clock: through the front doors; by pressed panels (or doors pressed in certain clocks); Or by the back access panel. The super-boards that are borne are held from the inside using duct tape or plastic hardened. It can be rotated; You can remove the tape from the permanent impersonation. See the Generalites section on page 26 to familiarize yourself with the instructions for installing and removing these signs. Remove the cardboard sleeve
surrounding the bell stalks and pendulum guide, hold the sleeve at points A and B, and then pull straight. Pull completely up to the stems and the guide are completely degages (see Figure 1). Remove the foam pads between the hammers and the bell rods. Be careful not to bend the bell hammers. The latter can move freely Because the cardboard sleeve is removed, making it easier to remove mousse.NE not STYROMOUSSE blocks above the pulleys. This is an essential point for editing. The cables can overlap and block traffic if polystyrene foam blocks are now
removed. You can remove polystyrene blocks after they are cut off by normal operation, which usually happens after eight (8) hours of running time. Place the watch in the right place, take care to balance the crate. If not, the clock might not work. The four (4) calibration fraternities can be knocked or designed under the four-corner box to make this adjustment. Place a level along the crate, forward to back, and side to side by adjusting the venom. It may be necessary to check the box peeling periodically after the initial installation (especially if the watch is on a carpet or
carpet) since it can sit (Fig. 2). Make sure the watch is stuck securely on the floor to prevent it from turning over. Some clocks have lights inside their bavati. Carefully remove the paper sleeve from the lamp before activating. Note: To take the following steps we suggest wearing cotton gloves or using soft fabric while manipulating parts. PENDULESSSOMES ETAPE 2SUSPENSION is covered with protective colored plastic film. Remove it before suspending the pendulum, the case. To hang the pendulum, adjust the guide bar by looking through the front door or through
one of the back or side panels. Hold the rod in one hand and insert the pendulum through the clock door with the other. Place the pendulum hook over the pin or cut the rod and lower it so that it is suspended tightly (Fig. 3). Of Blood Boden de Verneckerton finds Si Ayn Shechtel. Dista Shechtel enthalt: a) Einen Slossel Fur Ihre Uhrenture, b) eine Kurbel zum Aufziehen Ihrer Uhr und c) Gewichte, die Das Uhrwerk antreiben. In dem Versandkarton befindet sich ebenfalls das Uhrenpendel in einem separated karton verpackt. Rucken Sie die Uhr in die handsome ihres
endgultigen Standorts.VORSICHT: VERGEWISSERN SIE SICH, DASS DIE UHR GERADE UND FEST AUF DEM BODENH STET, Demmit Si Nicht Umplat. Settelen C. Died Justisherovan of Max stabilizes the Eye Estierong. Zugang zu dem Uhrwerk, dem Gong und den Drahtseilen ist auf dreierlei Weise moglich: durch die Vorderture(n), durch die oberen Seitenpanele (oder Seitenturen furt furra Modelle) oder durch das ruckwartige Zugangspanel. Die Auvergne Seitenpanele sind innen mit einem Or a plastic stapler. You can rotate the plastic stapler or permanently
remove the tape. Please refer to the General Information section on page 26 for detailed instructions on how to remove and install the top page panels. Remove the cardboard body from the gong rods and pendulum cart. To do this, hold the cardboard body in points A and B and pull the cardboard straight down from the gong rods and pendulum cart (see Figure 1). Remove the foam pads between the gong hammers and rods. Please be careful not to bend the gong hammer. Gong hammers are free after cardboard wrapping is removed, so foam pads can be easily
removed. Do not remove the STYROPORBLOCKE located above the cable elevator cylinders. This is one of the most critical points during the entire organizer. If you remove the Sulker block now, the ropes can cut and block traffic. You can remove the Stroker Block, after they become loose through normal operation, which usually occurs after eight (8) hours of running time. Bring the clock to its final position. In this situation, you would expect your watch to be adjusted exactly, because otherwise the clock cannot work properly. At the bottom of the clock house there are
four (4) matching screws at each corner, which can be knocked up or down for adjustment. Place a water ladder on the front and side bench and adjust the fitting screws until the clock house is right at stake. You may need to check the position of your viewing cabinet from time to time (especially if the watch is on a carpet) after the initial adjustment), because the watch can lower slightly after the original adjustment. (See Figure 2.) Make sure the clock is at stake so it can't fall off. Bright house: Some watches are equipped with lamps that illuminate the interior of the clock
house. Before the lamp beta, the body of the paper must be carefully removed from the gluh bulb. Note: To complete the following steps, we suggest wearing cotton gloves or using soft fabric when handling parts. Step 2PENDEL AUFHANGENIn some pendulum, protected pendulum disk with colored plastic film. Carefully remove the plastic cloth before hanging the pendulum. To hang the pendulum, look for the pendulum bar hanging on the front or on one of the panels on the side or back side. While holding the pendulum hanger in one hand, you saved the pendulum
with the other. You'll die a verdator. Bringen Sie den Pendelhaken auf der Pendelstutze oder durch den Schlitz in der Pendelverlangerung a und lassen Sie das Pendel herab, bis es sicher an der Pendelverlangerung eingehangt ist. (Siha Avaldong 3). Step 3 to hang the weights and do not remove the polystyrene foam cubes until after your watch you have been running. You can remove the Styrofoam blocks after they become loose by normal operation, which usually occurs after eight (8) hours of time. Most clocks use three weights. At the bottom of each weight is
marked the location where you need to hang the weight, when looking at the clock in front. The total weight of each weight is slightly different from the others, and each weight must be placed in the correct position for the watch to work properly. Check the weights to make sure they are screwed properly. Figure 4 Figure 4 ABBILDUNG 4Alsose because the cable is on the pulley. Hang the weights on the pulley. (See Figure 4.) Stage 4 Moon Ball Match (available on some models)With your fingertips, apply some pressure to the front of the moon ball and rotate it clockwise
until the moon is completely below the moon day mark #15 (each sign represents a moon day) above the moon's arc (see Figure 5). If the moon ball does not rotate, see the fault section.Look for almanac or calendar and we'll get the last full moon date. Count the number of days since the last full moon. Rotate the moon ball clockwise 1 lunar day for each elapsed day from a full moon. Example: If the last full moon occurred 3 days ago, rotate the moon's ball clockwise for 3 moon days, so that the moon is concentrated on the moon's day 18 in the moon's arc. Now I set the
lunar dial and indicate the moon's stages correctly as long as the clock runs continuously. If the clock stops then so does the lunar surface and you will need to set it again when the clock works again. MINUTEROAIGUILLE DES HEURES AIGUILLE DES MINUTES STUNDENZEIGER MINUTENZEIGERPASO 5PALANCA DE CHANGE DAY/NIGHT LEVIER DE CHANGEMENT NUIT/JOUR TAG/NACHT-HEBEL To determine the time (moving by the clock)UQ PALANCA to WF selection from melodies,, H LEVIER DE SELECTION DE /// MelodyHavel Create
Gongawasvalahachia Trasnes Antihorgan Dan UHRZEIGERSINNPRECAUCION with automatic cryon sequence mechanisms: The choice of carillon does not have to be in an automatic position when moving your hands. Moving your hands in any direction while it's turned on can damage the mechanism. Be careful when switching day and night to change features: Dea/ Noche Deba Aster an Pozición de Rafika (completeamente elevada) cuando mueva las manillas. Figueroa 6 Figure 6 ABBILDUNG 6Phara poner la parent, mueva UNICAMENTE to MINUTERO hacia
atras, hasta que ambas manecillas indicates le parent is correct. (Arrears 6). There is no Mawa La Manzilla de la Hora el Foner La Hora. Este Manila Se automatic shot Amanta to More La Otter. Al-Hoover al-Mintro Hachia Tres, no Asfra Ka to Relo Jarac Sonormente Kada Cuero de Hora. (Arrears 6). El mecanismo cuenta con un sincronizador interno que se fita con la parent. Si El Foner La Hora Al Kryon no se encuentra sincronizado, permit que opere 2 horas, durante el cual se corregira automatic. PASO 6PARA PONER In March SU RELOJIntroduzca su mano a
traves de la puerta de enfrente, colocandola a un lado del disco del pendulo. From Eva to Pandolo the Shia to Extremo Iazacardo, y sueltelo. Deja Ko Oper El Reloji Algonus Minutos Hasta Quo El Pandolo Tanga Su Profio Remo. (Arrears 7). Si luego de Vinticoatro (24) horas su reloj se adelanta o se atrasa, vea la Seccion de Informacion General Farah Standard El cronometraje de su reloj. Lugo de Ka Su Reloya Yia Ponciondo Durante Vineritoaro (24) Horace Cuando Manus, retiring from Los Apacas de Esponja to Antendulus Haste Petrellos de la Pula del Cable.
Mild-mannered ampoja los pattern, Hachia Atras, Treves de los Cable. There's no instrument for the benefit. There's no super-pongaz cable permit in Al Tambor. Do not take the polystyrene blocks until after the clock is working. You can remove polystyrene blocks after they are cut off by normal operation, which usually happens after eight (8) hours of running time. Most clocks work according to three weights. The basis of each carries etiquette that identify their position when facing the clock. The total weight of each is slightly different. Everyone must be installed in the
good place to horloge of repair work. Make sure the weights are fully assembled. Make sure the cables are inserted into the pull-out. Suspend the weights in the pull-out (Fig. 4). 4reglAGE of CADRAN LUNAIRE (on some models only)At your fingertips, apply low pressure to the front of the moon dial, and then rotate it clockwise until the moon is just above the mark of the 15th moon day (any sign corresponds to a moon day) on the moon's coffin (see Figure 5). If the lunar dial does not rotate, see the depannage section monitor. By on a widow or calendar, set the last full
moon date. So count the number of days since the last full moon. Rotate the moon dial clockwise for each day from the last full If the last full moon occurred three days ago, rotate the moon dial clockwise for three days, so that the moon is centered on the 18th moon day mark on the moon's coffin. The lunar dial is now regulated and will point to the appropriate phases of the moon as long as the clock works. If the clock stopped, the lunar dial would do the same and must be redeconded when the clock restarts. Step 5reglAGE of the hour (hand movement)Warning to
aiguille LORSQUE CARILLON deeplaces is in automatic mode: the handle of tunes selection does not have to be in position (automatic) when moving the needles in any direction since it may damage the mechanism. Whether the great caution in any movement lie resting/changing day changing crane night/day must be in a position of attack (completely upwards) to move the needles. To adjust the time, move only the AIGUILLE minutes counterclockwise (reverse) until both hands indicate the correct time (Figure 6). Don't move the hand of the hour to set the time. It
moves automatically when the minutes move. Counterclockwise rotation prevents you from waiting for the end of the ring when the needle passes the quarter hour (Fig. 6). The movement includes a self-repair device that synchronizes the ringer over time. If he doesn't play right after adjusting time, let him run for two hours so he corrects himself. Work on the front door of the watch and focus your hand on one side of the pendulum lens. Put the pendulum back to the left and release it. Let the clock run for a few minutes, until the pendulum begins to hoist the uniform pagon
(Fig. 7). If the clock is ahead of or delayed after 24 hours of operation, check the setting in the General Information section. When the clock runs for at least 24 hours, remove the polystyrene foam cubes. Thus, lift each block straight until it passes the cable roller. Then gently push it through the cables. Not the tools used to remove blocks. Don't let the cables ride the drum. NEHMEN Sie die STYROPOR BLOCKE NICHT HERAUS, Bis Nach Uhr Bed Hat. Si Cunneen die Styroporblocke herausnehmen, NACHDEM sie locker durch normalen Betrieb werden, der typisch nach
acht (8) Stunden der Laufzeit stattfindet. Die Leistan Oren Jr. Dre Gwichta. Die Unterseite Jed Marked for its correct slope position in the clock, see from the front. The total weight of each weight is slightly different and each weight must be installed in its correct position, damit watch PRAZISE LAUFT. Check the weights to make sure they are installed properly. Call, the wire is in the rope wheel. Hang the weights on the rope (see Figure 4). Phase 4SETTING Lunar Phase ANZEIGE (available only for some models)Print with your fingers slightly on the front of the lunar disk
and rotate it clockwise until the moon is just below the 15th Lunar Day marker (all marking of the moon's arc and moon day repractices) (see Figure 5). If the moon disk cannot be rotated, check the Troubleshooting section. Use your almanach or calendar to set the date of the last full moon. Complete the days since the last full moon. For example, if the last full moon was 3 days ago, rotate the lunar disk to the correct 3 moon days, so that the moon is directly on the 18th moon day of the moon's arc. The lunar phase display is defined this way and shows the correct phases
of the moon as long as the clock runs continuously. If the clock stops, stop the moon disk. In this case, it must be reset when the clock is set back on track. Set up step 5TIME (move your hands)Watch caution works with GONG SEQUENZ Auto: The handle for choosing the gong cannot be automatically positioned when moving your hands. If you move your hands in or against the clock while the automatic gong run is turned on, damage the gong mechanism. To set the time, move only the minute hand counterclockwise (ruckwarts) to display hour and minute hands at the
correct time. (See Figure 6.) Do not rotate the time hand when setting the time. The hand of the hour will advance automatically when the thin hand is moved. By moving your hand thin counterclockwise, you don't have to wait for the clock to strike while the thin hand passes by every fifteen minutes. (See Figure 6.) The movement has a self-repair mechanism that synchronizes the beating of gong over time. If the gong does not strike properly after setting the clock, let the clock run for two hours to 6UHR STARTENGreifen Sie durch die Vorderture der Uhr und legen Sie
Ihre Hand auf die Seite der Pendelscheibe.Bewegen Sie das Pendel von der Mitte aus weit nach links oder rechts und lassen Sie los. Lassen Si died Uhr ein paar Minuten laufen, bis sich das pendle in eine gleichmaftig schwingende Bewegung einspielt. (Siha Abiledong 7). Wen Ihar Or noah vierundzwanzig (24) Stunden an Zeit gewinnt oder verliert, sehen Sie im Abschnitt Allgemeine Informationen nach, wie Sie die Zeitmessung Ihrer Uhr regerenuli konnen. Nahum Die Uhr mindestens vierundzwanzig (24) Stunden gelaufen ist, entfernen Sie die Styroporblocke, indem
Sie den Block gerade nach oben heben, bis er von der Seilaufzugsrolle gelost ist, und schieben Sie den block dann vorsichtig durch die Drahtseile nach hinten. In Notzen C. And Rachge Nicht, you'll die to block the Roo-Lumen. Nitschett Last Zou, Das Das Cabal Auff der Trommel Oberlap. Follow these six steps to assemble watches that require back chain dependent weights 1 VUE ARRIERE RUCKANSICHTMARTILLOSMARTEAUX DU CARILLON GONGHAMMERESPONJACSINETSCHUMMGUMINAGEBARRASTIGES DU CARILLON
GONGSTANGENRETENTENEDOR DE PLASTIC BAGUE DE RETENUE PLASTIKHULLERTENEDOR DE PLASTICO DE RETENUE PLASTIKHULLEBOLSA DE LA CADENA SAC CONTENANT LA CHAINETUTE FUR DIE KETTEGUIA DEL PENDULOTIGE DE GUIDAGE DUDULEPENDELSTABAUFUNGUNG TO ARM YOUR WATCH AT THE BOTTOM CARDBOARD SHIPPING IS A BOX. This box contains: a) a key for your watch door, b) weights that activate the clock mechanism. In addition to these items, inside the watch's delivery box you will find the pendulum
packed separately. Move the clock closer to where you plan to place it. NOTE: Make sure the watch is in a solid part of the floor, so you don't risk going downhill. Adjust the rectifies for maximum stability and alignment. Access to the clock mechanism, chains and carillon panels can be in three ways: through the front doors, through the upper panels (or side doors on certain clocks), or through the rear access door. The back access door is repaired using a plastic spring. Rotate the top springs so you can remove the access door. The upper panels are held inside by duct
tape, which can be removed from there permanently. See the General Information section for instructions on installing the top panels. Remove the plastic braces from the sound bar, tilt and carefully transfer the braces to the ends of the sonic rods. Remove the foam pads between the hammers and the sound rods. You have to be careful to avoid bending hammers and sound rods. Figure 8 Figure 8 Aveldong 8LA VERIN DE CALAGE The chains were packed in a bag next to the clock mechanism. Pull the bag and cut the wire with scissors. Let the strings hang freely.
CAUTION: Be very careful not to pull the chains through the clock mechanism or gears when removing plastic braces from the chains. Remove the plastic braces and slide it down until it is removed from the chains. Figure 9 Figure 9 ABBILDUNG 9Remove the spring mover from the back of the mechanism, first pulling on one side to release it. (See Figure 8.) Place the clock in its final destination. Already in place, the cabinet should be strained, because there is a possibility that the clock won't work if it's not level. There are four (4) balances under the closet, one at each
corner. These can be screwed inward (climb) or outward (go down), allowing for the necessary adjustment. Position horizontal and vertical level and adjust the stairs to the level. It may be necessary to check the splash periodically (especially if the watch is on the carpet), as it may settle down after the original peeling. (See Figure 9.) Make sure the watch is positioned well on the floor, so it doesn't fall off. Illuminated Cases: There are certain clocks with lights illuminating the inside of the clock clock. Carefully remove the paper from the light before using the light. NOTE: In
the following steps, it is recommended to wear cotton gloves, or soft material fabric, when touching the different parts. Step 2 To hang the penduloAlgunos pendulum there is a protective layer of plastic to cover the pendulum disk. Be careful when removing this plastic before hanging the pendulum. To hang the pendulum, locate the pendulum guide through the front door, or any other access panel. When holding the pendulum guide in one hand, insert the pendulum through the door with the other. Place the hook over the pendulum, over the pin or through the guide slot,
and lower the pendulum until it hangs on the phenolo guide. (See Figure 10.) Soibes CES Six Seashells Shed Munter LES BEFOLGEN SIE DIESE SECHS SCHRITTE ZUMHORLOGES DONT LES POIDS SONT Suspend Upstellen von UHREN MIT GEWICHTEN, Die ANL'AIDE D'UNE Chan Chan Iner KETTE AUFGEHANGT SINDETAPE 1 Montage de l'Horlogil and Una Butte or Pond du Cardboard d'expedition. Cette botte contient : a) une cle pour la porte de l'horloge et; b) De-poys pour La Moment action. What are you doing in here? First place placement in 2014
Note: ASSUREZ-VOUS QUE L'HORLOGE EST SOLIDEMENT CALEE LE SUR PLANCHER EVITAR QU'ELLE NE RENVERSE SPILL. Ragalz (100) Stall verins to give maximum stability and AQUAT alignment. There are three fagons to access traffic, ringing chaTnes: through the front doors; by pressed panels; Near the back access panel. The latter is kept with the help of plastic muces. Rotate the tops to remove the pane. The borne panels are held from the inside using duct tape or plastic hardened. It can be rotated; You can remove the tape from the permanent
impersonation. See the Generalites section to familiarize yourself with the instructions for installing and removing these panels. Remove the plastic retention ring from the ringing stems by carefully tilting the ring and dragging it from the limbs of the bell stalks. Remove the foam pads between the hammers and the bell rods. Avoid bending the hammers and bell rods. The chutneys were packed in a bag for their expedition and are close to clock movement. Release the bag and cut the wire with scissors. Let the chutneys suspend.Warning: Be careful not to pull the chains on
the move or remove them from the irons when removing the plastic protection from the chains. Remove the plastic braces ring by sliding it down. Remove the spring mahoden from the back of the movement by first releasing one of the limbs (Fig. 8). Place the watch in the right place, take care to balance the crate. If not, the clock might not work. The four (4) calibration fraternities can be knocked or designed under the four-corner box to make this adjustment. Place a level along the crate, forward to back, and side to side by adjusting the venom. It may be necessary to
check the box peeling periodically after the initial installation (especially if the watch is on a carpet or carpet) since it can sit (Fig. 9). Make sure the watch is stuck securely on the floor to prevent it from turning over. Ski Pads: Some watches have lights inside their boot. Carefully remove the paper sleeve from the lamp before activating. Note: To take the following steps we suggest wearing cotton gloves or using soft fabric while manipulating parts. PENDULESSSOMES ETAPE 2SUSPENSION is covered with protective colored plastic film. Remove it before suspending the
pendulum, the case. To hang the pendulum, adjust the guide bar by looking through the front door or through one of the back or side panels. Hold the stem in one hand and enter Padol Parr la Porte de l'Horloge . Place la crochet du pendule par-dessus la goupille ou dans la fente de la tige et abaissez-le pour qu'il y soit solidement suspendu (Fig. 10). Step 1 Experience of your watch at the bottom of the shipping cardboard you will find a box. This box contains: a) Finished for your watch and b) Weights that flock to the movement. In the dispatch box, the clock pendulum is
also packaged in a separate box. Slim the clock into his final position. Simpler people on maximum stabilization and just right. Access to traffic, gong and chains is possible in three ways: through the front, through the side panel or through the canned access panel. The canned access panel is fastened with plastic clips. Rotate the top brackets to remove the canned access panel. The side panels are connected from the inside with a plastic ribbon or clip. You can rotate the bracket or remove the tape permanently. Please refer to the General Information section for
instructions on how to properly remove and install the side access panels. Remove the foam pads between the knocks and the gong bars. Be careful not to bend the gong and klopp pillars. The chains are packed for delivery on a tout and are located near traffic. Pull the tote slightly forward and cut through the umbilical cord with scissors. Let the chains hang. CAUTION: When removing the plastic chain fuse, be careful not to pull the chains through traffic or equipment. Remove the plastic body by pulling the hull from the chains. Remove the spring clamp from the back of
the motion by releasing one end. (See Figure 8.) Bounce the clock to its final page. In this situation, your viewing cabinet must be adjusted exactly, because otherwise the clock might not work correctly. Under the clock house there are four (4) match screws at each corner, which can be knocked up or down. Place the scale of the water on the house front to back and from the side to the side and adjust the fitting screws until the clock house is exactly at stake. This may be because you need to check your viewing cabinet from time to time (especially when the clock is on a
carpet) after starting to set it up) Oher Nach Dem Orsperangljchen Jacern was Sanken Konta. (Sia Avaldong 9). Verjavirn C. Sich, DeS-S Geno ym Lott, Demmit C. Nicht Umplen Cannes. Balucheta Gahausa: Ainge Oren Seind Mit Lampen Osstadt, Die Das Inara de Ohrengahaus Baluchten. Ware Ayn Battijin der Lampe Sulte died Papierhullah Vershitig von der Glohbiran Avgnoman Warden. HINWEIS: Om Die folgenden Schritte durchzufuhren, schlagen wir vor, Baumwollhandschuhe zu tragen oder einen weichen Stoff zu verwenden, wenn wir Teile behandeln. SCHRITT
2PENDEL AUFHANGENBei Manchean Pendlen die Pendleshieva Mit einer farbigen Plastikfolie geschutzt. Antfernan Sea Size Plasticolis Sorghplig, Ia Si Das Pendle Ofangen. Zoom Ofahnagan de Pendles Son Z Zunacest Nach der Pendlebralengong treads die Vorderture oder einer einem der Panele an der Seite, bzw. What are you saying. Vorand Si die Pendelverlangerung mit der einen Hand Horten, fuhren Sie das penalty mit der anderen hand durch die Vorderture. Bringen Sie den Pendelhaken auf der Pendelstutze oder durch den Schlitz der
Pendelstabaufhangung a und lassen Sie das Pendel herab, bis es sicher an der Pendelverlangerung eingehangt ist. (Sia Abiledong 10). Step 3 To hang the weights most watches use three weights. At the bottom of each weight is indicated the position where to hang the weight, when looking at the clock in front. The total weight of each weight is slightly different from the others, and each weight must be placed in the correct position for the watch to work properly. Check the weights to make sure they are screwed properly. CAUTION: Make sure every link in each chain is
positioned correctly on the gear teeth. Hang any weight on the wim at the end of the chain, never on the links. (See Figure 11.) Step 4FIGURA 11 Figure 11 ABBILDUNG 11 Adjusting the Moon Ball (available on some models)With your fingertips, apply some pressure to the front of the moon ball and rotate it clockwise until the moon is completely below the Moon Day mark #15 (each sign represents a lunar day) above the moon's arc (see Figure 12). If the moon ball does not rotate, see the fault section.Look for almanac or calendar and we'll get the last full moon date.
Count the number of days since the last full moon. Rotate the moon ball clockwise 1 lunar day for each elapsed day from a full moon. Example: If the last full moon occurred 3 days ago, rotate the moon's ball clockwise for 3 moon days, so that the moon is concentrated on the moon's day 18 in the moon's arc. Now I set the lunar dial and indicate the moon's stages correctly as long as the clock runs continuously. If the clock stops then so does the moon dial and It is configuring nuevamente cuando to reloj funcione de nuevo. PASO 5PARA PONER LA HORA (moviendo las
manecillas del reloj)Para Foner La Hora, Moa UNICAMENTE to MINUTERO hacia atras, hasta que ambas manecillas indicates le parent is correct. (Arrears 13). There is no Mawa La Manzilla de la Hora el Foner La Hora. Este Manila Se automatic shot Amanta to More La Otter. Al-Hoover al-Mintro Hachia Tres, no Asfra Ka to Relo Jarac Sonormente Kada Cuero de Hora. El mecanismo cuenta con un sincronizador interno que se fita con la parent. Si El Foner La Hora Al Kryon no se encuentra sincronizado, permit que opere 2 horas, durante el cual se corregira
automatic. PASO 6FIGURA 13 figure 13 ABBILDUNG 13PARA PONER Marche SU RELOJIntroduzca su mano a traves de la puerta frontal, colocandola un lado del disco del pendulo. From Eva to Pandolo the Shia to Extremo Iazacardo, y sueltelo. Deja Ko Oper El Reloji Algonus Minutos Hasta Quo El Pandolo Tanga Su Profio Remo. (Arrears 14). Si Su reloj se adelanta o se atrasa despues de 24 horas, via la seccion de Informacion general para ajustar y regular la marcacion del tiempo de su reloj. Most clocks work according to three weights. The basis of each carries
etiquette that identify their position when facing the clock. The total weight of each is slightly different. Everyone must be installed in the good place to be horlog of work properly. Make sure the weights are fully assembled. Warning: Make sure that each link in each chain is positioned correctly on the gable teeth. Hang any weight on a solid hook at the end of the chain; Never nine them on the links of the chain. (Fig. 11) CADRAN LUNAIRE's ANDAP 4REGLAGE (on some models only)At your fingertips, apply low pressure to the front of the lunar dial, and then rotate it
clockwise until the moon is just above the mark of the 15th moon day (any sign corresponds to a moon's day) on the moon's coffin (see Figure 12). If the lunar dial does not rotate, see the depannage section monitor. By on a widow or calendar, set the last full moon date. So count the number of days since the last full moon. Rotate the moon dial clockwise for each day since the last full moon. Example: If the last full moon occurred three days ago, rotate the moon dial clockwise for three days, so that the moon is centered on the 18th moon day mark on the moon's coffin.
The lunar dial is now regulated and will point to the appropriate phases of the moon as long as the clock works. If the clock had stopped, the lunar dial would have stopped. Ah Debrait Atara regle de nouveau lors du redemarrage de l'horloge. ETAPE 5reglage de L'HEURE (deplacement des aiguilles)Shed regler l'heure, deplacez SEULEMENT L'AIGUILLE DES MINUTESdans le sens contraire des aiguilles d'une montre (a l'envers) jusqu'a ce que les deux aiguilles indiquent la bonne heure (Fig. 13).NE DEPLACEZ PAS L'AIGUILLE DESURE HES POURS REGLER
L'HEURE. Sal-C-C-de-Fells. La Pait de Turner Dance La Sens Antihwar Amecha d'Aboir a Intra La Pin du Crillon Lucca L'Egil de mins Passa Les Quarte d'Hure. Le Mamwant understands the um's projection to an automatic predecessor. Leis-la-Ponakner do Heurs pendant .Pour koi-lo-mem ETAPE 6MISE EN MARCHE de L'HORLOGEUVREZ la porte avant de l'horloge et placez la main d'un cote de la lentille du pendule. Remanz Le Padol. Laissez l'horloge fonctionner pendant quelques minutes, jusqu'a ce que le pendule start se balance de fagon uniform (Fig. 14). Si
l'horloge avance speed rope ou trop lentement apres apres 24 heures, reportez-vous a la section Generalites shed en constant le mecanisme. Most clocks have three weights. Each weight is marked at the bottom for the correct slope position to see in front. The total weight of each weight is slightly different and each weight must be installed in its correct position, damit watch PRAZISE LAUFT. Check the weights to make sure each chain is on their slaz. CAUTION: Make sure all chain links are in gears. Hang the weights on the fixed wot at the end of the chain, never on
the chain links. (See Figure 11.) Phase 4SETTING Phase Moon ANZEIGE (only for some models) Print with your fingers slightly on the front of the lunar disk and rotate it clockwise until the moon is just below the mark for the 15th lunar day (any marking of the lunar arc repractices lunar day) (see Figure 12). If the moon disk cannot be rotated, check the Troubleshooting section. Use your almanach or calendar to set the date of the last full moon. Complete the days since the last full moon. For example, if the last full moon was 3 days ago, rotate the lunar disk to the correct
3 moon days, so that the moon is directly on the 18th moon day of the moon's arc. The moon phase display is defined this way and shows the correct phases of the moon, The clock is constantly running. If the clock stops, stop the moon disk. In this case, it must be reset when the clock is set back on track. Set up step 5TIME (move your hands)To set the time, move only the thin counterclockwise hand (ruckwarts) to display the correct time of the hour and minute of the hands. (See Figure 13.) Do not rotate the time hand when setting the time. The hand of the hour will
advance automatically when the thin hand is moved. If you move your hand thin counterclockwise, you don't have to wait for the clock to strike while the thin hand passes by every fifteen minutes. The movement has a self-repair mechanism that synchronizes the gong rate over time. If the gong doesn't strike properly after setting the clock, let the watch run for two hours to fix itself. Step 6UHR STARTReach through the front of the watch and place your hand on the side of the pendulum disc. Let the clock run for a few minutes until the pendulum plays in a similar swinging
motion. (See Figure 14.) If your watch also gains or loses time after 24 hours, check the General Information section to see how you can regulate the time measurement of watch.INFORMACION GENERALETIQUETA DE INFORMACION DEL PRODUCTOLa etiqueta de informacion del producto le indica tanto el modelo del reloj como su numero de serie. Ambus (Numero del Modelo y numero de serie) ben esenciales para obtener refacciones o servicio. Este etiqueta de informacion del producto se puede encontrar en varios lugares: afuera de la caja de envio, detras
detras de la puerta, detras del reloj, arriba del reloj, o dentro del reloj arriba y detras del disco. Refierase Aesta Ethics cuando poniendose en contacto con nosotros o su distribuidor. Farah reference en el futuro, tome un momento para anotar estos numeros en el espacio suministrado en la Seccion de Informacion sobre Servicio (pagina 35). Agrug Su Resibo or Factora. Farah transport de LUGAR SU RELOJDebe tener mucho cuidado to transport o transportar su reloj, y asegurarse de que haya empacado todas las piezas y accesorios stories como to pendulo y pesas.
NUNCA le de cuerda a un mecanismo que utiliza sin cables que esten instaladas las pesce. Etiquette de Informative de PRODUCTO Etiquette DE RENSEIGNEMENT Sur Le Produit PRODUKTINFORMATIONSETIKETTNUMERO DE MODELO Nomru del Modelnomarmadell- Serial-4-DE-Serie Numero de Serie Numero de Serie SERIENNUMCOMO REMOVER / INSTALAR Los SUPERIORES PANELS DEL RELOJSu reloj sloj Kiturlos, Kerry Acheo Almaso Del Reloji y La Secion Dona Sa Toca La Melody. Los Panels se pyjaron paratransportar to reloj usando una cinta
adhesiva o sujetadores de plastico. Panel Kedah Para Retiree, introduzca su mano por la puerta de enfrente, y di cinta o gire los sujetadores de plastico. Despus, Sigga Astos Pesos:1. Subject to tabila or mania con las pontes de los dados. Tanga Cuidado de no Kerrison El Crystal, Ya Ka Foda Sperello de la Madera an La Pareta de Arviva.2    Levante to panel hacia arbea, para que rest en la ranura de abajo.3.    Empuje la parte de abajo hacia adentro, mientras que al mismo tiempo jale laparte de arriba hacia abajo, sacandola de la ranura superior.4.    Ramp up the
part de Arviva Shia el Centro.5.    Saque el Panel por la apertura Kriade, empezando con la preta de abajo. El Plumb Estus Plates, Aga Los Pasos 1 to 5 en reversa. CARACTERISTICAS del VIDRIOAlgunas marcas en el vidrio resultan de los procesos de manufactura como el modelamiento al calor, el corte, o el acabado. Estas Markas Ben Noticeable, Pro Ben Natural y no se les consider como fallas. Koendo Lymphian El Vidrio use producto para vidrios con ammonia. Peru Tanga Cuidado de no Apocenter El Atomizdor del Mozzaro directing El Reloge. ALLGEMEINE
INFORMATIONETICTTE on the PRODUITThese ethics indicate the model numbers and series of the watch. These are absolutely necessary to obtain pieces or repair. The etiquette can be found in various places: outside the shipping board, behind the door, at the back of the clock, at the top of the clock, in the upper corner of the bottom of the clock or in it, above the back of the dial. Be concerned about these etiquette by contacting us or your constituent. To make the future easier to relate to, enter a moment to record these numbers in the space provided for this
purpose in the Information for depannage section (page 36). Also attach your regular checkout to this guide so you can review it later. WATCH always place the watch carefully, making sure that all accessory pieces such as the pendulum and weights are removed and properly packed to avoid damaging them. Never make cable movement without installing the weights. Reinstalling and re-triading the clock-pressed panels is equipped with rutty panels of wood or glass. When removed, traffic and ringing can be accessed. These panels are held in place by duct tape or
plastic hardened during the expedition. To remove them, open the front door and rotate the stapler or remove the tape. Then do the following:1. La Latte de Bois or La Bouton Awak La Doigets. Franz Suin de Pa Pas Passer sur La Trilis de Tissos or La Ware pour the Pass Les Sperer do Panau. Solvez La Paneo Horse de la Fanta do Bass Dance Lacal Il Roroy.3 Poussez le bord inferieur du panneau vers le centre de la caisse, tout en tirant le bord superieur vers le bas, hors de la fente du haut.4. Feites hinge le bord superieur du panneau vers le centre de la caisse.5.
Retirees of La Panau de l'Auberator. Pour my installation, suivez les etapes 1 a 5 en reverse ordre. CARACTERISTIQUES DU VERRENotez que des marques caracteristiques mineures sont creees par des procedes de fabrication du verre tels que le thermoformage, la decoupe ou le polissage du verre. Ses Marquis Caractiz Sonnet looks L'Ryle no Els Sonnet Natural .and No-Son-Pa considers the CWM a notoriously pouring Netoir Le Vere, a survivor of the um produit de Netoise shed verre sans emonics. No Pulverize Jamma for 'Horlog' directing avec le produit de
netoyage. Product Information LabelThe product information label displays the model and serial number of the watch. The model and serial number of the watch are especially important for the service and maintenance of spare parts. Product information label can be placed in different places: auBen on the shipping carton, at the back of tur, at the back of the watch, at the top of the watch or inside the watch above the back of the dial. Check out this label when contacting us or your therapist. Please invite a moment to enter these numbers for a later reference in the
Service Details section (page 37). Also add your receipt for a reference to this guide. Your watch at UMZUG When moving with your watch, you should be as careful as any additional parts, such as the pendulum and weights, are removed and packaged accordingly to avoid damage. Never wear rope movement without the weights attached. The experience/installation of UHRIt's top side panels may be, as the upper side panels of your watch are made of wood or glass. When removed, you will have access to traffic and the gong area. The panels can be fastened with
duct tape or a plastic cartridge during delivery. To remove the board, lengthen through the front and rotate the plastic clip or remove the tape. Then follow these steps:1. Touch the wooden strips or button with your fingertips. Lift the top panel up. He's resting at the bottom. Ayn Wersprung.3. Shivan Si die untere Kante des oberen Seitenpanels in Die Mitte de Gehauses, wahrend Sie gleichzeitig die Oberseite nach unten von dem Vorsprung am oberen Rand der Offnung wegziehen.4. Derhan Si die Oberseite des oberen Seitenpanels der Mitte de Gehauses zu.5. Antfernan
Si das Obera Sittenfennel von der Rahmanfenong Mitt der Untern Kanté Nach Warren. Bye der installation der oberen Seitenpanele aus Holz oder Glas befolgen Sie Schritte 1 bis 5 in umgekehrter Reihenfolge.GLAS MERKMALEBitte beobachte Sie dass Minimal Marmel Bay Glasertlongsberphorn, wie z.B. heissbiegen, Shenden oder poli entste. Diza Markmael, Ubol Sichtbar, Sindh Naturalich and Sultan Nitschett Alice Fehr in Tracht Warden. In the Rheingen de Glass Sea, Bita Noor Ammoniacarian Reiniger in Notsen. Ni Das Rainbowgsmital Diract of Dead Oher
Spruhan. To lift the weights the weights must be lifted every seven (7) days, otherwise the clock will stop. Foot Watch: Cables with pulleys and weights hanging from cables with pulleys must be raised using the included handle. Do not lift the weights with your hand while turning the handle. Insert the crankshaft into the appropriate holes on the cartola (see Figure 15) and turn the archival left, that is, against the clock hands. It'll make the weight go up. Foot Watch: IMPORTNATE CHAINS: Pull the chain ABAJO.NO to lift the weights, as the weight of the grid can be
unhooked. Pull the free part of the chain until it weighs it about 2 (5 cm.) from the bottom of the tree containing the mechanism. (See Figure 16.) Figure 15 Figure 15 ABBILDUNG 15TO Regulate time to change the speed at which the clock is set, simply move the pendulum disk up or down. You can move the pendulum disk up or down by knocking out the adjustment nut. To slow down, lower the pendulum disk by unhinging the adjustment nut to the left. To increase the speed, lift the pendule disc by screwing the matching nut to the right. (See Figure 17.) First Dfa1. Select
once a day that allows you to check your watch simultaneously for a minimum of 6 days.2. Enter the time eligio_______.3. Check the correct time. Figure 16 Figure 16 ABBILDUNG 164. Set your hands to the right time (as specified in the Normal Time section). Day two, three, four, five, six (if necessary)1. Check the correct time.2. Compare the correct time to the time specified by the clock. Is he ahead or late? Adjust the full rotation disc nut for about half a minute a day. (24 hours). The exact time setting varies for each pendulum.4. Check the correct time.5. Put your
slender hand in an hour. Siga Los Mismos Passos El Dia Siginta. SILENCIADOR NOCTURNO AUTOMATICO (available in Algonus models)Algunos relojes cuentan con una opcion que le permit silenciar el carillon e indicacion sonora de la hora en punto, entre las 10:15 pm y 7:15am. La Ultima Campana at 10 p.m. Take advantage of the perilla en parte izquierda de la Cartola para seleccionar esta opcion. Si Su Reloige Sa Mantin en Silcio Entre Lass 10.15am 7.15pm, Naxita Rexter Las Manshias 12 Horace. Primero, Quito La Mechanisms of Apora del Pocición de
Silencio, pattern. Farah cambiarlo 12 horas, root unicamente el minutero hacia atras hasta llegue a la hora rightaCAJAS ILUMINADAS (available in Algonus models)Algonus relojes cuentan con lamparas que iluminan la parte interna de la caja del reloj. Antes de hacer funcionar la lampara, di con cuidado la cubierta de papel de la bombila. Uploading POIDS The clock will stop if the weights are not removed at least every 7 days. Background - Cables with pulleys The weights hanging from cables with pulleys must be raised using the winch. Please lift the weights by hand
while using the crankshaft. Insert the crankshaft into the holes in the dial (Fig. 15) and rotate the archiving counterclockwise. It lifts the weights. Important Chatter: Tyrtz on the chain directs the BAS. Do not lift the weights as they may be detached from the tank. Pull the tank's free limbs down until the weight is about 2 inches (5 cm) from an assembly panel in motion (Fig. 16). Time budgeting You can change the speed of movement by moving the pendulum lens up or down. We'll do this by reversing the setting. To slow the clock down, move the lens down by pointing the
nut to the left. To speed up the clock, move the lens up by pointing the nut right (Fig. 17). First day. Select a time of day that allows you to check your watch simultaneously for at least six days.2.    Enter the time choisie_.3.    Get the exact time.4. Replace the thin hand to match the exact time. Next five days (if necessary)1. Get the exact time.2. Compare the time on the clock with the exact time. Is your watch running too fast or too slow?3? Turn on the pendulum settings one full rotation for each half minute (approx.) forward or pause per day (24 hours) that the clock
blames. The exact adjustment of time varies for each pendulum.4. Get the exact time.5. Change hand thin to fit I'm accurate. Option D'ASSOURDISSEMENT AUTOMATIC LANUIT (some models seulement)Some models of automatic frent d'assourdir options le carillon et la sonnerie des heures entre 22h15 et 7h15. La Derniere Carillon de 22h00 et le premier carillon de 7h15. Utilisez la manivelle se trouvant a la droite du cadran pour the choice cette option. Si votre horloge est silencieuse entre 10h15 et 19h15, vous devez reculer les aiguilles de 12 heures. Retirees Le
Matmoor de L. Asmore Otamatic Le Nuit. Pois, pouring the pierre, stitched up the uniqueness of the L'Igil de Minns Dance Le San axis against the Aighuilles d'Montreux Josqué L'Hor accurate. Du CADRAN lighting (some models)Some horloges sont equipees d'un system d'illumination de l'interieur du boitier. Avant de Pierre fonctionner les lampes, il faut enlever avec precautions les manchons de meddle de ampoule. High weights have lifted the weights every seven (7) days so the clock doesn't stop. STANDUHR: Wire ropes with lifting rollers, which hang from ropes with
rope rollers, must be lifted with a winding handle provided. Lift the weights with your hand while you put the clock on. Insert the crank into the dial-up cutting (see Figure 15) and rotate the archiving counterclockwise. It pulls the weights. Important chain: Take KETTE SENKRECHT. Do not lift the weights because the weights can be attached from the chain. Pull at the loose end of the chain until the weight is about 5 cm from the bottom of the clock house. (See Figure 16.) TIME REGULATION To change the speed at which time is saved, move the pendulum disk up or down.
You can move the pendulum disk up or down by rotating the adjustment screw. To slow down the clock, move the pendulum disk by turning the adjustment screw to the left. To speed up the clock, move the pendulum disk up by turning the adjustment screw to the right. (See Figure 17.) First day. Select a time of day when you can call the clock at the same time for at least six days.2. Remember the time auf_.3. Call the exact time.4. Set the thin hand at exactly the exact time. Day two, three, four, Funf, six (if necessary)1. Call the exact time.2. Compare the time displayed
on the clock to the exact time. Is your watch going too fast or too slow?3. Turn the adjustment screw on the pendulum by fully rotating for every half minute, (danger) because the clock goes too fast or too slow for the day (24 hours). The exact time when regulation is different for each pendulum.4. CD Geno Zeit.5. Settelen C. Dan Minutenzeiger erneut genau auf die exakte Zeit.AUTOMATISCHES ABSTELLEN DES TONS BEINACHT (auf manchen Modellen erhaltlich)Manche Uhrenmodelle haben eine option, DM Der Si Automatics Dan Gluken- and Stundenschlag
zwischen 22.00 Uhr und 7.15 Uhr abstellen konnen. In Notzan Si Dan Abel an der Linkin Seyit de Ziperenblatt, Um Dais this option is wahlan. Won Ira Orr Zinchen 10.00 Oher and 19.15 Oher Nichett Scheelget, Mohsen C di Ohranziger Um 12 Standen Zorcan. Um die Zeiger um 12 Stunden zuruckzusetzen, Darhan Si (nur) Dan Minutenzeiger dem Uhrsinn entgegengesetzt auf die richtige Zeit.Vor dem Zurucksetzen der Zeiger muB die Nachtabschaltung ausgeschaltet Warden. Beleuchtetete GEHAUSE (bei manchen Modellen)Einige Uhren sind mit Lampen ausgestattet,
die das Innere des Uhrengehauses beleuchten. Antfernan Si died Papierhullah Vershitig von der Lollampa, Bibur Si die Lamp Einschelten. CARILLON SELECTION To select the carillon melody you need to move a selection button across the clock. Some models play only the Westminster tune, while others give it a choice of three tunes. Some models also have an automatic carillon sequence, which causes the mechanism to change tune at any time. Selecting this auto sequence, or other melody option, is achieved by moving the switch button. If your face indicates a
silent ringing, your watch only touches the Westminster tune. If your clock has a triangular mechanism, the button recognizes the options in the inginos. All mechanisms include the Big Ben style time indicator. Do not attempt to move the carillon switch button while the clock rings, as it may give the mechanism. See Figure 18 to get an idea of when you can move the switch without using the mechanism. Handling and maintaining your watch requires little care and maintenance. Here are steps you can take to keep your watch in optimal condition.• Wind your watch every
seven (7) days.• Keep the door safely closed.• Lock or polish the watch cabinet as often as you do with your other furniture. Use liquid without silicone, or wax paste.• Periodically check the watch peeling, especially if it's placed on a carpet. It can be unbalanced over time. You may need to adjust the weights.• Occasionally check the weights to make sure they are firmly screwed. Move the switch button only when MINUTERO is secure AREANE DEPLACEZ LE LEVIER DE SELECTION DES MELODIES QUE LORSQUE L AIGUILLE DES MINUTES EST DANS UNE
ZONE SECURITAIREDEN GONGAUSWAHLHEBEL NUR BEWEGEN, WENN SICH DER MINUTENZEIGER IN THE SIKRIN AREA IN PINDIAMOPO SECTOR AREA REGIONTIEMPO SEGURO SECURITAIRE ZONETIEMPO AREA SECURITY ZONE 05FIGURA 18 Figure 18 ABBILDUNG 18- Se recomienda aceitar su relo J. Kada Dos (2) Annus from la fecha de compra y limpiarlo completes Amante Kada Cinco (5)) Diz (10) Dependency on 10 00:00:00,000 --&amp;000.10 00:00,000 --&amp;000 00:00,000 --&amp;E 000 Extreme Extract De Calori, Freo, humedad,
resequedad o sal en el medio environment puede demand mantenimiento mas frecuente. No recomendamos que usted atienda to movimiento de reloj us mismo. Pongasa en contacto Con Ono de los Centros de Servicio Autorizado. (Vea la Seccion de Informacion de Servicio.) DETECCION DE FALLASASEGURE de que todas las instrucciones including Aki Poarón Cuiddosmente Effectoadas. Estas instrucciones le ofreceran informacion detallada, la cual contestara la mayoria de sus preguntas. Farah Ver Om listado de preguntas frecuentes visit al sitio internet con ello
podria convenientemente solver su problem o encontrar respuestas a sus preguntas. ESFERA LUNAR CON DIFICULTADES PARA GIRARSI la esfera lunar no gira (Como Sa de Scarvio en la configuracion de la misma, PASO 4), esto puede indicar que los engranajes que mueven automaticamente la esfera lunar estan atascados. Farrah Korgir Este Situacion, Gyr La Mancilla de los Minutos Hasia Atras Destroys 3-1/2 Como de Carito en El Paso 5 del Congento Areve Opera, pone la esfera de luna, y entonces von el tiempo como descrito en el PASO 6.SELECTION
DES MELODIES The choice of tunes of the bells was made with the help of the handle on the clock dial. Some models only play westminster air, while others offer three tunes. Others are equipped with an automatic selection mechanism that allows the movement to change the melody at any time. The selection lecter is used to activate this mechanism or select Melody. If the dial says silent ringing, your watch only plays in the Westminster air. If it has a triangular bell movement, the handle points to the melodies' choices. All the movements of the parquet clock are
equipped with big ben gong that rings at the right times. Make TENTEZ PASde to move the select lever of tunes when the clock strikes, at risk of damaging the mechanism. See Figure 18 to find out when the handle can be placed safely. SOINS and ENTRETIEN You must give some care to your watch and perform regular maintenance. The following steps will help you maintain the exceptional quality of your watch. It It is especially important in the first few months if the clock is installed on a carpet or carpet since its legs tend to sink into it, causing balance. Varnity may
then need to be adjusted. Severe dryness, humidity, heat or cold conditions, as well as dirty air require more frequent maintenance. However, you don't have to conduct this interview yourself. Contact Authorized Repair Center (see Department Information section).dEpannageSur You have carefully followed all the instructions provided with your watch. They answer most of the questions in detail. Visit the website to see the list of questions often asked to solve problems or get answers to your questions.It is difficultE to rotate the moon dial if the lunar dial is not spinning
(as noted in step 4), this may indicate that the gear wheels that move the moon automatically are turned on. To correct this situation, make hand rigorously back 3-1/2 hours as described in ETAPE 5 of the series on action, adjust the moon dial, and then set the time as described in ETAPE 6.Sie konnen die Gongmelodie mit einem besonderen Hebel auf dem Uhrziffernblatt auswahlen. Einj model Spilan Noor discusses Westminster-gong, Vaher and Andre Ein Oswal von Deray from Melodyan Bitan. Ainge model son Bach Ein Volmoglich kate fur automatics reyhnofuga. Mitt
Deezer Inrechotung Cannes das Urwark died Gungauswal Automaticsh Jeddah Stoneda Andren. Die Reihenfolge oder die Wahl einer dieser drei Melodien erfolgt mit dem Gonghebel.Wenn das Ziffernblatt bells-quiet (gong still) anzeigt, besitzt Ihre Uhr nur den Westminster-Gong. Von Iher Light Eye Wark Mitt Drey Gongmeluddin Hat, zeigt der Gonghebel Die Melodynawal an. Ella Standwerke Son Dan Big Ben-Shalag, Dr. Jeddah Virtelstunda Eslagat. Nichatbachen, Dan Gungahbel, Zou Versaceven, and Ward died Oher Scheelgt. Dead Konta Dan Gongmechanim in
Schmidigan. Sia Abiledong 18 Fur Die Zeiten, zu denen Sie den Auswahlhebel Furs Den Gong verschieben konnen, Eun das Uhrwerk zu beschadigen. PFLEGE UND WARTUNGIhre Uhr benotigt wenig Pflege und Wartung. I'm Polgden Sindh Ainge Scratch Angban, Mitt Danan Si die auteerordentliche Qualitat Ihrer Uhr aufrechterhalten konnen. Use wax flow or mobel wax without a silicone additive.• Check occasionally if the watch is still firmly on all four adjustment screws. This is especially important in the first few months when the clock is on the carpet. When the
watch's feet sink into the carpet, it can be out of balance. One or all screws may need to be re-adjusted.• Occasionally call the weights to be sure they are still well connected.• It is recommended to have the movement oiled every two years (2) years after the purchase date, depending on climate conditions, to have all funf (5) to ten (10) years cleaned properly. In very dry, humid or salty air, as well as extreme heat or cold, the clock may be kept ofters. We do not recommend that you turn on the clock movement yourself. Contact an authorized service center. (See the
Service Details section.) Check for errors Make sure all instructions provided with your product are carried out with caution. These instructions give you accurate information to answer most questions. On the site you will find a list of questions that may be easily released about your problem. You can answer your questions. Difficulties in developing MONDSCHEIBE If the lunar disk cannot be rotated (as described in step 4 of the instructions), the gears that move the lunar disk automatically are not in procedure. To correct this position, rotate the hand thin upside down 3-
1/2 hour, As described in step 5 of the set on the action, defines the lunar selection, and then sets the time as described in step 6.SI SU RELOJ NO SUENA CUANDO DEBESi su reloj suena mas de un minuto antes o despues de cuando debe, debe al-Has Este Opera Asgurza de no Reyar La Torque, La Manzilla or La Caratola del Relo.1 Cuando El Relo Fizzy Sonar, Para El Pendello y anote la hora.2. Osando unas pinzas o alicates, cuidadosamente di la tuerca que sostiene a la manecilla del minuto, girandola hacia la izquierda, mientras que al mismo tiempo manti
firmenee al minutero.3. Jelle La Manshila, Stanindla an El Punto Donda Sa Added El Aja. Este Manzilla not Este Enroskada, I-Dov Foder Deslizare. To minutero tiene una orilla que sobresale de la parta de atras, alrededor del hoyo donde se inserta el eje. Este is El Cascillo. Osando Las Pinzas, Afriet Firma El Cascillo los Lados, Asgrondoz de Ka no Se Foda Ressler. Con Su Otter Mano, Chalk La Manciglia La Dastencia Nekria Farah Quo Suan La Hora Right. 4. Ponga Nuemante La Manchila an El Aja, y The nut with his fingers. Make sure both hands indicate the time
I'm writing in step 1, in addition to fixing step 3. If the minute hand does not indicate the correct number, repeat steps 2 and 3.5. Tighten the nut with the tweezers. Don't take it too much.6. Start the pendulum operation.7. To set the time, move the MINUTERO only to the left (backward) as explained in step 5 of the installation operation. Example: The clock sounds at 1:10, when it must ring at 1:15.Step 1: When the clock rings at 1:10, stop the pendulum and write down the time (1:10). Step 2: Carefully remove the nut. Step 3: Pull your hand a minute. Hold the cannons on
the sides, and rotate the distance needed to fit it for 5 minutes. Step 4: Position the thin hand so that it indicates 1:15. Reinstall the nut. Step 5: Tighten the nut. Step 6: Start the pendulum. Step 7: Set the correct time to reloj.SI Your clock doesn't specify the correct time unless you have multiple hours of operation, your clock doesn't specify the correct time, only move the time hand forward or backward, so it's aligned with the number of times the carillon rings. Rotating this hand regardless of the other hand does not split the clock. If the thin hand needs to be adjusted (to
correct the time), move it left (backward) as explained in step 5: How placing the clock Hora.SI does not specify the time AUDIBLELY1. Make sure the carillon selection is not in a quiet position, or that it is in the middle of two positions.2 Make sure that all packaging material used for transport has been removed from the engine domain.3. Make sure the weights hang from the right place. Check the sticker at the bottom of each weight to secure your position.4 For models with dull night, make sure the watch isn't like this. (For recommendations, see the Night silencer option
section in General Infromacion.) 5. Check the hammer, and adjust the pitch if necessary.6. Move the melody selection lecter to another selection or silent.7 The sponge packaging over the cable pulleys may be crippling them. Carefully remove the sponge packaging by lifting each one from the cable roller. Then gently push them back through the wires. Do not use packaging removal tool. Don't let the cables move the drum. Part of ATRAS DEL MINUTERO DOS DE L'AIGUILLE DES MINUTES RUCKSEITE DES MINUTENZEIGERSFIGURA 19 FIGURE 19 ABBILDUNG
19Si le carillon blames retarded um raps de plus d'una minute, Il Paut retires Minutes and adjust it. WARNING: When making this adjustment, be careful not to scratch the nut, needle, or dial.1. When the ringer starts playing, stop the pendulum and pay attention to the hour.2. Using pertaus, carefully remove the small nut that takes a thin hand by turning it counterclockwise, holding the needle at your fingertips.3 Remove the needle from its tree by tying it at your fingertips where it is attached to the tree. Pull straight. It is not and should be easily removed. His back is slightly
bombed around the wooden opening; It's the ring. Use the pliers to safely grasp the pagon's chances so he can't escape. Move forward or backward needle in the other hand, from far enough for the ringer to play at the right time (Fig. 19.4). Connect the needle to the tree and knock the nut by hand. Make sure that the needle indicates the time and comments on step 1, pretty much any correction made in step 3. Other than, repeat steps 2 and 3.5. Knock the nut with perta perta, take care not to tighten too tightly.6 Press the pendulum at 0.7. To adjust the time, move
counterclockwise (backward) L'AIGUILLE DES MINUTES, as specified in step 5 of the initial setup. The ringer plays at 1:10, not 1:15. Step 1: When the ringer plays at 1:10 p.m., stop the pendulum and pay attention to the time (1:10 p.m.). Step 2: Carefully remove the little nut. Step 3: Remove the thin hand. Grab the ring on its sides and move the needle forward for five minutes. Step 4: Connect the pagon needle to what it points to at 1:15 p.m. Replace the nut with your hand. Step 5: Tighten the nut with per: Step 6: Press the pendulum. Step 7: Set the time. HORLOGE is
not heard in the good hour if after several hours of operation the clock still does not ring at the right time, catch only the AIGUILLE time and move it forward or backward to align it to the correct time of the dial specified by several strokes. Moving that needle alone won't damage the clock. To adjust the thin hand at the correct time, move it counterclockwise (backward), as noted in step 5, setting the time. The ringtone or the ringtone doesn't work1. Make sure that the melody selection lever is not in a quiet position or between melodies.2 Make sure traffic isn't cluttered with
hardware Avarez-Woo Ka La Foyd Sonnet suspends you or Bon Androit and verifys the Attics Sue Chacon.4. Shed models Monis d'Ann Mackanisma d'Esmordisment La Noit, ensure-vous que ce mode n'est pas selectionne. (Reportez-vous a la rubrique OPTION D'ASSOURDISSEMENT AUTOMATIQUE LA NUIT de la section Generalites).5. Verification of La Riga Marto ah La Bon Tonalite du Kryon or Suan.6. Amnes Le Loyer a une melodic differentiate ou sur silence.7. Enlevez les lumps de moss de polystyrene. Merge the basket, Solevez Chuck Block. En suite
bathroom, Fossez-la-Dozment crosses the cables. N'Oyes Pass d'Oyle pours the lumps. La Paz La Cable Se Chaocher sur La Tambor. If the gong strikes more than a minute before or after the correct time, remove and adjust the thin hand. CAUTION: Be careful not to scratch the pointer, pointer, or dial the pointer.1 When the gong begins to beat, stop the pendulum and record the time.2. Use the pincer carefully to remove the small pointer nut that connects the thin hand by pointing the pointer nut in front of the clock, holding the hand thin with your fingers close to the
small screw nut.3 Remove the pointer from the pointing shaft by touching it with your fingers at the point where it is attached to the shaft. Pull the pointer straight ahead. This pointer is not screwed and if it is easy to remove. A thin hand has a small sublime spot on the back side directly around the open shaft. It's the pointer socket. Use the pinch to tighten this socket tightly alongside it so that it cannot get tangled up in theerk. Turn your watch hand in the other hand before or warm up until the gong strikes at the right time. (See Figure 19-4. Reconnect the pointer to the
square shaft and tighten the pointer nut with your fingers. , move only the thin hand as described in step 5 in the counterclockwise section (ruckwarts). Note: The gong strikes at 1:10 p.m., but was not supposed to strike until 1:15 p.m. Step 1: When the gong strikes at 1:10 p.m., stop the pendulum and record the time at 1:10 p.m. Step Carefully remove the small pointer nut. Step 3: Remove the thin hand. Hold the pointer jack to the side and rotate your hand in 5 minutes. Step 4: Reconnect the pointer as it points to 1.15 p.m. Connect the pointer nut with your fingers. Step
5: Tighten the pointer nut. Step 7: Set the clock back to the current time. UHR SCHLAGT is not the right time if the clock does not hit the correct time after several hours of operation, take only the hand of the hour and move it forward or ruckwarts compare it with the correct time on the dial indicated by the number of strokes per hour. The clock will not be damaged by the pointer's unalted rotation. When the hand is thin (set to the right time) muB, move the hand a minute counterclockwise (ruckwarts) according to the description in step 5 set time. Gong and hour rate both
don't work1. Make sure that the selection lecter is not in a quiet position or halfway between two gong tunes.2. Make sure that all packaging materials have been removed from the transaction domain.3. Make sure the weights are in the correct position. Check the label at the bottom of each weight to determine the correct position.4. For models where the gong can be turned off at night, make sure the watch is not in parked mode. (For reference: See Automatic option for setting up gong S at night in general information) 5. Call the hammer setting and correct the gong
sound if necessary.6. Set the gong selection lectern to a different or quiet (silent) melody.7 This can happen because the Scleker Block blocks the rope over rope lift rollers. Carefully remove the styrofoam block by lifting the block straight up until it is pulled from the rope lift wheel, then gently slide the block through the wire ropes backwards. Do not use the blocks removal tool. The rope can't overlap the drum. Cuando La Melody No Thein Le Tonlidad Rightano Es Los Marcilus, Manus Quo El Leno Wrong Sea. El Tono Pada Sir Effectado por Los Martillos que no peguen
directamente en las barras, o si los martillos estan incorrect Tocanado Las Brass Durante reposo. Anek Estos Foron A'Estados en la Fabrica, this posible que se hayan desajustado. Para la Maioria de los Relois, in Serra Nasrio a Gézar los Mercilus. There are climbing diafranets de cryvans, Tobus y Barras; Prefer the Yours is downstairs. CARILLON TIGE DU CARILLON GONGSTABEBARRA DE CARILLON - The hammer arms of this type of rod are made of copper, making it easy to bend. If necessary, adjust the hammers so they don't disturb each other. This is the
case by hitting the hammer arms in the middle, so each hammer is placed about 1/8 inches (0.25 cm) from the bar. (See Figure 20.) Don't bend the bars. The volume cannot be adjusted in the carillon striped mechanism. Figure 20 Figure 20 ABBILDUNG 20BILLON TUBE – Hammer arms made of steel; Don't bend your hammer arms. The brightness of the sound is determined by the distance between the hammer and the tube, which is usually 1/16 (0.125 cm). (See Figure 21.) However, you can adjust the distance by banging and turning off the screw that connects to the
hammer wire. (See Figure 22.1/16'MARTILLOMARTEAU DU CARILLON GONGHAMMERTUBO DE CARILLON TUBE DU CARILLON GONGROHRE IS IMPORTANT: If the tension is too much, it may cause the melody to stop during its cycle. Therefore, this setting should be done with caution. Note: The hammer voltage screw is adjusted at the factory, and it is not adjustable. Weights do not drop to the same level if the automatic option at night from the spoiler is selected, and in some models the quiet option, the middle weight drops faster than others. Figure 21 Figure
21 ABBILDUNG 21SI Your watch does not work we do not recommend fixing your watch, however you should check the following items before contacting us, your seller or service center (See Service Details section.) Don't try to make any adjustments that you don't think you're capable of.1. Removing all packaging material from the engine area?2. Remove the spring from the pendulum guide from the back of the mechanism?3. Am I trying to restart your watch? You have to be in a safe time to run.4. Are the weights in the right place? Check the bottom of each weight to
make sure of this.5. Is he sticking the pendulum to bars or weights? If so, check the clock's splash and stability.6 Is the clock level?7. Has a pulley been released from the cables, or a chain of the tooth?8? Are the hands free to operate? Don't let an hour knock a hand on the other hand. If the other hand rubs your face, take it out a little bit. If the hand of the hour rubs in an instant, the hand of the hour should be stressed and approach the kartola (you can do it with one of your fingers, pushing the middle of the Reviso el resorte en parte de atras de la caratula de la fase
lunar?10.dQuito usted los blocks de espuma de poliestireno antes ellos llegaron a ser flojos por la operacion normal? (ocurre tipicamente despues que ocho (8) Horace de Cora tiempo)11. Risso's suspension to Resort? Si Este Dando, Dov Sir Cambiado. (Arrears 23).12. S. Ancontra is right if Doldo El Pasdor del Posta an la Gaia del Pandolo? If there's no Essie, Poscione is right if Este Pasdor. (Fig. 23). A pin by Pasdor del Poste from the bench for Weiserstift 13. Powder sir que los empaques de esponia que se encuentran encima de las poleas de los cables esten
inmovilizandolos. Retreat cuidadosamente los empaques de esponia levantano cada ono de ellos hasta apartarlos de la pula del cable. A mild-mannered ampoja los pattern. There's no point in Hermientes Para retiree Los Amphax. No problem with the cables. Arrears 22 figure 22 ABBILDUNG The lame 22 hours of recent PENDELFEDEREDEDARY suspension could be affected by hammers resting on the stems of the ringer or by a non-centre strike. Although they have been adapted at the plant, they may need to be adapted. For most watches, however, this won't be
necessary. As there are many types of bells (rods and tubes), please same as yours below. The arms of these hammers are made of brass and nothing can be safely folded. Re-regulate them if they need fagon so that they don't delay their run by deplaganting or hitting the rods. It's done by bending them slightly in the middle. Each hammer must be about 3 mm (1/8 inches) from its stem (Fig. 20). Don't fold the stems. The volume of rod transactions cannot be changed. CARILLON A TUBES The arms of these hammers are made of spring steel; Don't bend them. The
brightness of the sound is determined by the distance between the hammers and the tubes, which is usually 1.6 mm (1/16 inches - Figure 21). However, you can change this distance by screwing or ceding the manual screw attached to the hammer string (Fig. 22). Important: If the voltage is too high, the ringer may stop during the melody. Therefore, this adjustment must be done with caution. Note: The hammer voltage screw is put in the factory and is not adjustable. POIDS Even when the automatic night stop function is selected, and on some models a silence function,
the central weight does not drop as fast as Weight. HORLOGE does not work although it is not recommended that the owner repare the watch and should check the following items before contacting us, its dealer or screen repair center (see the Information section for depannage). Do not attempt to make adjustments if you feel competent enough.1.Has the packaging material been completely removed from the movement?2. Was the spring hmoden of the pendulum's guide bar pulled from the back of the movement?3.Have you tried restarting the clock? To function, he
must beat the index.4. Do the weights depend on the right places? Check the etiquette at the bottom of all.5. Does the pendulum damage the weights or trunks of the bells? If so, make sure the clock is stable and stable.6 Is the clock level?7. Did a cable take out the pulley or a chain of the Danti wheel?8? Are the needles moving freely? Don't let near the hour hit the other hand. If the dial is rubbing, remove it slightly. If the hand of the hour rubs the back of the thin hand, it should be closer to the dial (place your thumbnails on the center part of the needle and press).9. Did
you check the ratchet at the back of the lunar stages, did you remove the polystyrene blocks before they were cut off by regular surgery? (Usually comes after eight (8) hours of race time)11. Did you check the suspension blade? If it is damaged, it must be replaced (Fig. 23.12. Is the seat pin well inserted into the crack of the pendulum's guide rod? If not, replace it (Fig. 23.13. Remove the blocks of polystyrene foam. , es sei denn der Gongton ist nicht korrekt. Gungton Can von den Hameran, Die of Dan Gongstava Rohan, Bintrechtigt Ander Odar Nicht in De Mitte
Angschlagen Warden. Obol died Hummer in der Fabrik eingestellt worden sind, kann es sein, daB sie sich verstellen. B. Misten Oren and Wird Nicht Newandig Sein, die Gunghammer Noi Inzosteln. S. Gibbet and Rashidin Dan von Gong (Steva Oder Rohran). Beatta such as unten nach dem fur climbing Ihre Uhr.GONGSTABE: Hammerarme sind aus messing angefertigt and konnen gebogen warden. Paul Neundig, Settelen C die Hammer so eye, daB sie sich beim bewegen oder Anschlagen der Gongstabe nicht gegenseitig beruhren. Dead Cannes erreicht Warden,
indem Sie die Hammerarme in Slightly bend in the middle, so each hammer is about 3 mm (1/8in.) away from each rod. (See Figure 20.) Don't bend the gong bars. The loudness of the gong cannot be defined on the gong itself. Hammer arms made of spring steel; Don't bend the hammer arms. The clarity of the sound is determined by the distance of the hammer to the gong tubes. It's usually less than (1/16in.). (See Figure 21.) However, you can adjust the distance by tightening the adjustment screw attached to the hammer wire. (See Figure 22.) Important: If the tension
is too strong, it can stop the gong during the beating. Therefore, this setting must be applied with caution. NOTE: The hammer voltage screw is connected to the factory and is not adjustable. Weights won't be right if the watch is set to automatically turn off the gong line at night, or if some models are set to quiet (silent), middleweight loses faster than other weights. (See the Service Details section.) Don't make settings you don't trust.1 Have all packaging materials been removed from the traffic area?2? Has the spring clamp of the pendulum rod hanger been removed at
the back of traffic?3. Have you tried restarting your watch? To turn on the clock, it is important to be paced.4. Are the weights in the right position? Look for the right position under any weight.5. Does the pendulum damage the weights or gong tubes? If so, make sure the clock is adjusted and stable.6. Is the clock at stake?7? Is a rope rolling from the wire rope or a chain from the pull-out?8 Do the hands work without getting stuck? Don't let near the hour get into chaos with the other hand. When the other hand is smeared on the dial, drag it slightly forward. If the hand of
the hour rubs the back of the thin hand, the hand of the hour should be shaken closer to the dial (print with your thumbnail on the middle part of the hour hand).9. Did you push the spring lock on the back of the moon dial?10. Did you remove the S kind of sulker block before it was released through normal operation? (Usually occurs after eight (8) hours of runtime)11. Do you have an overpruft fountain pendulum? They'll be replaced if it's damaged. (See Figure 23).12 Is a proper sage pin in the pen hanger slot Wen Nicht, bring C. Dan Wieserstipt to a rich dead position.
(Sia Abiledong 2).13. This is Cannes Warkomman, daB die Styroporblocke das Seil uber den Seilaufzugsrollen blockieren. Entfernen Sie die Styroporblocke vorsichtig, indem Sie den Block gerade nach oben heben, bis er von der Seilaufzugsrolle gelost ist, and schieben Sie den block dann vorsichtigch dur die Drahtseile nach hinten. And Ronden C. Keane and Verkejge Zoom Antfernan der Block. Das Sil Darf Sich Nicht of Der Trommel Oberschneiden. Limited warranty This product was manufactured only using the best materials, and was thoroughly tested and tested
before leaving our factory. Howard Miller undertakes to the original consumer/buyer, or container of this product, that this watch will be free from defects in material and manufacturing under normal use and service, for a prepodo of two years from the date of purchase. Howard Miller's obligation under this warranty will be limited to repairing this product through new or refurbished components, or, as its option, to modify this product in a new or refurbished product. This guarantee does not include damage to the product or its components resulting from misuse, accidents,
modifications, weather or environmental conditions, or any damage caused beyond normal use, transportation damages, misuse or unauthorized repairs. Howard Miller disclaims any liability for incidental or consequential damages as a result of a breach of this or other implied liability. Implied warranty for this product only during and after the warranty above, there will be no implied or express warranty (including fitness or convenience for a particular purpose) in this product. Some countries do not allow restrictions on the duration of an unpaided evening, or for incidental
or consequential damages; Therefore, the above limit may not include you. This guarantee offers you specific legal rights, and you can also have other varfan rights from country to state information. SERVICE Before you try to obtain a service, make sure that all of the instructions contained here are carried out carefully. These instructions will provide you with detailed information that will answer most of your questions. For a list of FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS visit the Howard Miller (www.howardmiller.com) website so you can resolve the issue or find answers to
your questions. In the unlikely event that your watch requires repairs, north AMERICAfavor will call one of our technicians in repairs, at (616) 772-7277 (#386). Outside north America, please call our dealer or agent.    Yes The problem cannot be easily resolved, they will help find a repair center in their area. Before connecting, please enable the following information. You can find the model number and serial number in the product information label (see General Information). Model Number:_ Serial Number:_Fecha Purchase:_ Place of purchase:_Breve Description of the
problem:_Igualmente, please have these instructions on hand when making the call, and receiving sales or other similar proof of the original purchase can be resolved most problems without returning the watch to the service. Procedures for getting repairs1. Contact the agent where I purchase this product, or any authorized service center. Repair charges will not be in some if repairs are made to unauthorized centers.2. You will be required to provide a copy of the receipt of the sale or other similar proof of the original purchase in order to receive the warranty service.3.
Provide the service center/agent with the model and serial number, as well as a complete description of the problem. The agent/service center will arrange with you regarding the service and/or ordering the necessary parts.4. Authorized agents and service centers do not require prior authorization for service or parts of refaction. The Agent/Service Center will provide the necessary service and charge you a reasonable amount, depending on the Nell guarantee.5. All returns must be approved. If you are granted permission to return a Sea 10 product, you will also be given
a Return Authorization Number (RA). Please enter the return permission number above the sender's name. Also include one copy (original receipts should not be sent because they cannot be returned) of receiving the sale or other similar proof of the original purchase. Returns without prior authorization or proof of purchase may be subject to additional charges and delays. If necessary to return, please pack the product in the original packaging. If not packaged properly, artfcle may be given which is not covered under garantfa. For the service not included in the Warranty
you will be charged for the Service: a) In the event that you do not send an invoice or other documentation, b) if you follow the instructions, c) if your warranty expires, or d) if for some other reason you are outside the ambituation of the limited Garantfa.MINOR settings not covered by the warranty the following secondary validity does not fall under the bail. Expenses for these fixes, or for the parts needed for these fixes, are at the expense El Aramado. Instrucciones Para armar su reloj fueron includes Con Su producto.2. El Ascitado y Limpiza del Canismo. El mecanismo
de su reloj es una pieza mecanica, y por lo tanto, requiere de aceite y limpieza en manera standard, dependency de las condicion climatologicas. Bajao circunstancias normal el mecanismo requires aceite de alta calidad farah relojes aproximadamente cada dos anos from la fecha de compra. Preferring contact una persona calificada, o Algon Centro de los Centros de Servicio Autorizado.3. Sostitoción del Resort de Suspension. Las instrucciones Farah sustitucion de Este artfculo fueron including con su reloj. I am in favor of devuelvanos la primavera de suspension rota
para identificacion apropiada y reemplazo.4. Giles El Pendlow, La Hora, Los Marcilus. Las instrucciones para astos ajustes se encuentran generalizations en esta publicacion. DANOS DE FLETE no cluidos bella GARANTIAEs la responsabilidad del consignatario reclamar danos directamente con al transportista. If the Kaja Tan Danos is visible, pedal to Chopper Ka Knott to Dano en la Factore. If la caja don't tiene elgon discussed visible, pero el reloj fue danado durante to transport, notifique al transportista y pfdale que dentro de 14 dfas se understand una inspeccion y
reporte de dano (en los Estados Unidos). Anne Otero Pais, Sigga El Matodo Comumante Osadou Farasta Tipu de Troubled. The LIMITATIONEEEE product was manufactured using only the best ingredients and thoroughly tested before leaving the plant. Howard Miller assures the original consumer or purchaser, or the person receiving this product, that there are no defects in the material or production for a period of two years from the date of purchase when it comes to normal use and maintenance. Howard Miller's obligation under this warranty is limited to repairing the
product with new or refurbished components, or, at its sole discretion, being replaced by a new or refurbished product. This warranty does not cover damage to the product or its components as a result of misuse, accident, modification, exposure to adverse or environmental weather conditions, or damage resulting from normal wear, those caused during delivery or as a result of improper handling, improper use or repair without validity. Howard Miller denies any liability in the event of indirect or consequential damages arising from failure to comply with current
responsibilities or any implied safeguards. These derrieres are in the Vigoor Citrus of the Express Granti Chi-Desus. The product is then not covered by any explicit or implied guarantees (including market value and compliance guarantee there It's special. Some countries do not allow the exclusion or limitation of indirect or consequential damages, or the implied bail time limit. As a result, the above limitations and restrictions may not apply to you. This guarantee grants you specific rights. You can also enjoy other rights that vary from country to country. Service Before
contacting the Repair Service, make sure you have followed all the instructions provided with Howard Miller's watch carefully. They answer most of the questions in detail. Visit howard miller's website (www.howardmiller.com) to check the list of questions often asked to solve problems or get answers to your questions. In case either your watch will malfunction or need to be reparee, in North America, dial (616) 772-7277 (Post 386) to speak to one of our repair technicians. Also, call your distributor or agent. If they determine that the problem cannot be easily resolved, they
will help find a maintenance center in your area. Before you call, please get the following information. Model and series numbers can be found in the Product Information badge (see Generalites section). Numero Model:- Numero:_Date Series:- Store Name:_Breve Description of the problem:_Veuillez These instructions have sales reps or other similar proof of original purchase with you at the time of the call. Most problems can be resolved quickly without turning on the clock. Procedure to be performed for compensation1. Contact the delegate who sold you the watch or
authorized repair center. Services will not be paid for repairs not made by an authorized service center.2 You will be required to provide a copy of the sales repgu or other similar original proof of purchase to obtain warranty service.3 Include the model and series numbers and a complete description of the problem. The Commergant/Service Centre will prepare with you to ensure product maintenance and/or order all desired parts of the Commergant/Service Centre and service centres do not need permission to perform maintenance or repairs. They may continue to charge
the person responsible in accordance with the guidelines of this guarantee.5 Removal authorization is required for all returns. If you have confirmed to return a clock, you must receive a return permission number (RA, number Remove). Please include this reference confirmation number, above your name, on the address etiquette. Also include a copy (the original Regus should not be served as they cannot be returned) of repgu sales or other similar original purchase evidence. Unconsotional returns or proof of purchase may result in additional costs and delays. If a recall
is required, please place the product in the original package. The pagon item not decent packaging may suffer damage not covered by the warranty. Compensation without GARANTIES You will have to pay the repair fee if you do not provide an invoice or other proof of the date of purchase, if you do not follow the instructions, if the validity period of the limit guarantee is exhausted or if the amendment exceeds the limit. The following current settings are not covered by this guarantee. The repairs or parts required to process them are at the expense of the consumer.1
Installation. Installation instructions were provided with your watch.2. Oiling and cleaning the mechanical movement. The movement of the clock is a mechanical device. As a result, it must be oiled and cleaned in time depending on climatic and environmental conditions. Under normal conditions, it must be oiled with quality watchtand oil every two years from the date of purchase. Please contact a certified clock facility or service center to process it.3 Replaces the suspension blade. Replacement instructions were provided with your watch. Please return to us the spring-
breaking suspension for mandatory identification and replacement.4 Pendulum settings, time and hammers of the ringing or ringing. The instructions for defining these parts and mechanics were provided in this publication. The recipient is responsible for directly displaying the carrier's claims for any goods lost or damaged by the carrier. If cardboard contains visible damage, the recipient must instruct the driver to pay attention to charging the deed. If cardboard contains hidden damage, it must notify the carrier and ask it in writing to perform a test and produce a report
within 14 days of receiving the product, risking losing its rights in the claim. Breschernkata Grantidis Produkt ist nur den feinsten Materialien hergestellt and ist vor dem Verlassen unser Fabrik grundlich I. Howard Miller commits to the original consumer/purchaser or receiver because B will be free of defects in materials and manufacturing under normal use and service for a period of two years from the date of purchase. Howard Miller's obligation under this warranty is limited to repairing the product with new or refurbished components, or may be replaced by a new or
refurbished product at Howard Miller's discretion. This warranty does not include damage to the product or parts of the product resulting from MIB, accident, modification, climatic or environmental modification, normal use of damage bypass, cargo damage, mishandle, MiBb smoke and unauthorized repair. Howard Miller disclaims any liability for direct or indirect damage arising from a breach of this warranty or statutory liability. Legal safeguards for this product apply only for the duration of this express order, and no additional warranties, expressions or estimations
(including commercial quality or suitability for a particular purpose) are granted for this product. In some countries, the exception or limitation of direct or indirect damage or limitation to the duration of a custodial service is incompatible. Therefore, the above limitations and exceptions may not apply to you. This guarantee honors you with specific legal rights and may include other rights that vary from country to country. SERVICE-INFORMATION Before you request a repair service, make sure that all instructions provided with your Howard Miller product have been carried
out carefully. These instructions give you accurate information to answer most questions. On Howard Miller's website, you will find a list of questions that may easily solve your problem. You can answer your questions. In the unlikely event that your watch does not appear to be working properly and repairs are in need, please call our patch era at NORDAMERIKA 1-616-772-7277 (System 386). Please call your handler or representative. If they determine that the problem cannot be easily collected, they will help find a customer center in your area. Before you call, please
provide the following information. The model and serial numbers are located in the product information label (see General Information). Model number: _ Serial Number:_Kaufsdatum:_ Place of purchase:_Kurze The problem description: _Bitte you also have these instructions ready when calling and or other similar proof of the original purchase of the available. Most problems can be drawn quickly without sending the clock back for repair. Procedures for Repair Service1. Notify the handler from whom you originally purchased the product or contact an authorized service
center. Service charges are not paid for repairs not made by an authorized service center.2 You will be required to provide a copy of the sale receipt or other similar proof of the original purchase in order to receive a guarantee service.3. Provide the practitioner or service center with the model and serial number and a perfect description of the problem. The practitioner/service center will prepare preparations with you to activate the product and/or order required parts of it.4 Sevice handlers and centers do not require prior approval for the service and repairs. The practitioner
or service center will export the required service and charge those responsible for the warranty under this Warranty Policy.5. A spring permit is required before masturbating parts or products. If the product return is approved, you receive a ruck certificate number (RA). Enter this number above your name in the address block. Returns without prior authorization or proof of purchase can pay additional fees and cause delays. If return shipment is required, please ship the product in the original packaging. Unpacking the product may cause damage not covered by this
warranty. The REPARATURE AT Waiver Repair Services service will be charged to you if there is no invoice receipt or proof of purchase date, if no instructions have been made, if the product is outside the custody period or is otherwise outside the scope of the ad performance period. Low-level performance. The responsibility not to be responsible will be that the following low-immigrant services are not covered by this warranty. The repair service and/or parts for performing these services will be at the consumer's expense.1. Get ready. Installation instructions have been
provided with your product.2. Oiling and cleaning the mechanical movement. Movement in the watch is a mechanical device and therefore requires periodic oil and cleaning, depending on climate and environmental conditions. Normal Ass muB eye Uhrwerk etwa alle zwei Jahre ab Kaufdatum mit einem hochwertigen synthetic Uhrenol geolt Warden. Bitta Wenden Sea Sich Fur diesen Dienst eine qualifizierte Fachperson oder ein setzen Sie sich mit einem Autorisierten Dienstzentrum in Verbindung.3. Erasz der Pendlepider. Anvasungen Fasting Aresatz der Pendlepider
Siand Mitt Iram Pruduct Glypert Warden. Vita Gaben Si Beata Gabrotchn Fairyongsparing in the fur of rape dead Richtiji identity Varsatz Zuaretz.4. Einstalongen fur pendle. Zaytenstelong and Wirtelstunden, Oder Todenschlaghammer. Fur Anwasungen Dia Einstalongen in diesem Heft enthalten. NICHT UNTER DIESE GARANTIE FALLENDE FRACHTSCHADEN:Der Empfanger ist dafur verantwortlich, alle Frachtverluste oder -schaden direkt Dan Spaditer This is Malden. Von der Carton Zeichen von sichtbarem Schaden Zaigt, Weissen C. Dan Führer Ann, Dan Schaden
of Blood Leichharin this Vermarken. Von der Carton Verborgenen Schaden enthalt, benachrichtigen Sie den Spediteur and beantragen Sie schriftlich innerhalb von zwei Wochen nach Empfang der Ware eine Spediteurinspektion and einen Schadensbericht. Home Nichtbenachrichtigung des Spediteurs innerhalb von 2 Wochen nach Empfang der Ware kann es sein, daB Sie moglicherweise auf Schadenersatzanspruche verzichten. Important Safety InstructionsRead all instructions before using this product. Caution – To reduce the risk of burns, fire, electrocution or injury,
always take basic precautions when using electrical appliances, including: • Disconnect from contact before cleaning, installing parts, or removing parts.• Monitor carefully when devices are used, or near them, children or people with disabilities.• Use this device only for use for which it is designed as described in your instructions. Do not use attachments that were not recommended by the manufacturer.• Never turn on this device if the cable or touch is damaged, if it is not working properly, if it has been damaged or fallen, or if it has fallen into the water. Take your device
to a service center for review and repair.• Keep the cable away from hot drinks.• Never turn on your device if the vents are blocked. Keep vents without lint, hair, etc. • Never drop or insert objects into any of the openings.• Do not use outside.• Do not operate where aerosol products are used or where oxygen is managed.•To disconnect it, put all controls in an off position and then remove the touch plug.• For products with grounding.• For products with a ground connection.• Connect it to Parato only in contact with proper grounding.• , always place the heaviest objects in the
section: Not in Parete Superior, Para Avatar La Posivilidad de Ca El Afarato se Volca. ADVERTENCIA- Riesgo de lesiones Personal: No survivor Este aparato para sostener equipo de video como televisores o monitors de computadora. Guarde Este Malanovo. Details security warningsSSSs all instructions before using this product. CAUTION - To reduce the risk of burns, fire, electrical discharge or bodily injury, always follow basic precautions when using electrical devices, including: -to disconnect the socket before cleaning, pulling or removing parts. Do not use
accessories that the manufacturer is not recommended for. Return the unit to the Service Center for testing and repair. Keep vents without lint, hair etc. - never drop or insert objects into one of the openings. And then hang up,, warning - risk of personal injury - do not use this device as a video equipment carrier, such as TV monitors or a computer. Keep those instructions. Wichitga Sicherhitsen Weissengelsen C. Ella Envisungen Ware der Beutong died so prodoctes. WARNUNG - Um Das Risico von Feuer, Electrism Slag Ausser Verlzungen von Fernen Zso Vermiden,
sollten die folgenden grundlegenden VorsichtsmaBnahmen Tyre in Notzong von elektrischen Gebrauchsgegenstanden immer beachtet Warden: Das Gert von der Steckdose trennen, bevor das Gerat oder Teile des Gereinigt werden. Zo-Dame is the best., Ace Sultan Noor Die Wham • Do not use equipment if the plug or cable is damaged, does not work properly, is omitted, or comes into contact with water. In these traps, bring the ratto for testing and, if necessary, repair.• The cable should not get involved with heated areas.• Do not use as to whether the air vents are
blocked. The air lifts should be free of the hair and lint.• Do not put anything in the openings or let anything fall into it.• Do not use drauBen.• Do not use there, separate the device, turn off everything first and then disconnect the device from the socket.• For grounded geisters, use only properly grounded sockets.• To charge, pack the heavier items first and not upwards. This should be avoided so that the device cannot be turned over. Warning - Risk of rabette injuries. Do not use the device as the basis for TVs or computer monitors. Remove these instructions. Howard
Miller Watches.860 East Main Avenue Zealand, Michigan 49464-1300© Copyright Howard Miller496917R8 Miller496917R8
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